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The objective of this work is to correlate and compare 
vapor-liquid equilibria and enthalpy data for binary systems 
using equations of state. Prediction was carried out using 
three equations of two parameters, and one equation of eleven 
parameters using two sets of constants. The two parameters 
equations were the Redlich-Kwong equation, the Soave-Redlich- 
Kwong equation and the Peng-Robinson equation. The eleven parat 
meter equation was the modified Benedict, Webb, Rubin and 
Starling (BWRS) equation.
Predicted vapor-liquid equilibria data was compared with 
experimental data for six binary systems composed of methane, 
ethane, propane, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen. 
Enthalpy was only compared for hydrocarbon systems due the 
lack of data for hydro car bon-nonhydrocarbon systems.
The results of this work show that the two constant 
equations of state can fit reliable experimental data for 
equilibria and enthalpy with comparable accuracy to the more 
complicated eleven parameter BWRS equation. The Peng-Robinson 
equation was determined to be the best of the two constant 
equations of state for the systems considered here.
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Vapor-liquid equilibria and enthalpy are subjects which 
have been studied since before the time of.van der Waals (1). 
Many equations of state have been developed to fit reliable 
data in hydrocarbon and hydro carbon-nonhydrocar bon ss^stems.
An equation of state is a mathematical relation between 
temperature, pressure and volume (or density), which is 
developed using the first and second law of thermodynamics* 
Equations of state are pressure explicit, that is P * f(V,T) 
or volume explicit, V = f(P,T). A review of equations of state 
is presented by Kidnay (2), in which he discusses the develop­
ment of the thermodynamic equation of state using the first 
and second law of thermodynamics, obtaining the pressure 
explicit equation as:
where U and H are internal energy and enthalpy respectively.
from the ideal gas behavior. Many authors have tried to over­
come the above difficulty by modifying the ideal gas equation 
to account for error introduced by the fundamental assumptions,
d-1)
or volume explicit as:
(t-2)
In the vapor phase, real gases show a marked deviation
that TV = RT and that internal energy is only function of
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temperature.
Kidnay (2), in the discussion of equations of state 
classifies the available equations of state into two broad 
classes based on the number of parameters in the equation,
' 1) Equations containing two adjustable parameters
2) equations containing more than two parameters 
Equations of state proposed by:van.der Waals, Berthelot, 
Dieterici, Redlich-Kwong and Peng and Robinson (2), fall in 
the first 'category, while these proposed ty Clausius, Beattie- 
Bridgeman, Benedict-Webb-Rubin and Benedict-Webb-Rubin and 
Starling (2,3), fall in the second category.
The eleven constant Benedict-Webb-Rubin-Starling (BWRS) 
equation of state has been used by Starling (3) to fit 
equilibria and enthalpy data for binary, ternar}’- and multi- 
component systems containing hydrocarbons and nonhydrocarbons. 
The predicted values show an average deviation within five, 
percent of mole fraction. Kopke and Lin (4,5,6,?), compared 
calculated values of equilibrium constants using the BWRS 
equation. They obtained a different set of., eleven parameters 
by using multiproperty regression analysis. With these diffe­
rent parameters they were able to match density and enthalpy 
data, with an average absolute deviation of 1.07 percent and 
1.49 Btu/lb respectively. It is generally accepted that the • 
BWRS equation is one of the most accurate equations of .state 
even with the mathematical difficulties in calculation due 
its eleven parameters.
The Redlich-Kwong equation (8 ), which is of the family7
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of van der Waals, has been utilized in modified forms to 
predict vapor-liquid equilibria by Prausnitz and Chueh (9),
Chao and Seader (10), Zudkevitch and Joffe (11), Yogi et al 
(12) and Gray et al (13). The modifications of the Redlich- 
Kwong equation involve the constants Q a  and whose
values vary, from compound to compound; but the original 
equation uses a single value for each constant for all 
compounds in both phases.
In 1972, Soave (14) proposed a modified Redlich-Kwong 
equation, called the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation, which
i.
replaces the term a/T2 with a more general temperature 
dependent term a(T). Equilibrium predictions with this equation 
showed large deviations for systems containing nonhydrocarbons. 
Soave overcame the above difficulty by introducing an empiri­
cal correction in the Maf mixing rule. Somait (15), used the 
SRK equation to fit phase equilibria, obtaining unacceptable 
deviations from his experimental data, especially in the 
liquid phase.
In 1976, Peng and Robinson (16), proposed another equation 
of the van der Waals family, which offers the simplicity of a 
two constant equation of state and predicts mole fraction in 
the liquid phase with acceptable accurac}*- compared to other 
two constant equations. Somait (15) was able to obtain reli­
able results with the Peng and Robinson equation for mixtures 
of hydrocarbons and nonhydrocarbons.
Two parameter equations of state are the simplest form, 
that can represent both phases and require less computer time
than more complicated equations. In many cases the predicted 
values of two parameter equations compare favorably with the 
equations containing more constants because the simpler 
equations have semi-theoretical bases.
Pressure-composition diagrams have been prepared for six 
binary systems comparing the experimental data with the five 
models resulting from the three two constant equations and 
the BWRS equation solved twice using the Starling pure compo-. 
nent parameters and the Hopke and Lin pure component parameters.
Enthalpy-temperature diagrams have been made at constant 
pressure for methane-ethane, methan e-propane and ethane-propane 
systems.
Average absolute deviation from the experimental data 
have been calculated for all equations of state. Appendices 
of this thesis include out-put and computer programs.
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2. THEORY
In this section the basic concepts of phase equilibria, 
and enthalpy are briefly reviewed, and the thermodynamics 
relations describing the properties and the equations of state 
used in this work are presented,
2.1 Phase equilibria
Phase equilibria is defined by the equality of the fuga- 
city (fv=fk) of each component distribuited between two phases 
at equilibrium. Zudkevitch (11) relates fugacity to the pres­
sure and composition by the following equations:
Where: f^ is the fugacity of the ith component, x^ and y^ are
and P the total pressure.
At equilibrium, equation (2-1) is equal to equation (2-2) 
and the following expressions are obtained:
evaluated using component fugacity coefficients or using 
liquid and vapor compositions.
(2-1)
(2-2)




Where: is .defined as the equilibrium ratio and can be
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The fugacity for the ith component is related to equations 
of state by the following general, expression (3):
tjT. rQ
RTln(-^i) = RT aP
P
(2-5)
Where: T is the absolute temperature, V is the volume, p  the 
density and R the universal gas constant.
Composition at equilibrium can be expressed in terms of 
fugacity coefficients using equations (2-1) and (2-2) by the
following relations:
y = (&■)*
1 $ 1  1
(2-6)
(2-7)
Two general expressions for fugacity coefficients are 
presented by Prausnitz (17), each relating to the form of the 









Enthalpy is another thermodynamic property which can be 
predicted by the equation of state method. Starling (3) presents
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the following fundamental equation:
Hi = (Ei-Ri) + + Hi0 (2'10)
where:
E?^ is the standard reference state,10
(H?-E°q) is the difference in the enthalpy of the compound
in the ideal gas state at the temperature of interest 
and the reference state.
(E^-H?) is the enthalpy departure, is the difference in the
enthalpy of the compound at the temperature end pres­
sure of interest and the enthalpy .of the compound in 
the ideal gas state at the same temperature.
The enthalpy departure is related to pressure, volume . 
and temperature by the following general expression as shown 
by Hougen et al (18).
f - -d!(I^-Hp = RT*(Z-1) + I |T(-sw)v - P |dV (2-11)
JcxL
The ideal gas enthalpy E? can be evaluated using the poly 
nomial relation of Passut and Danner (19).
H? = AQ + A^T + A2T2 + A,T3 + A^T4 + AjT5 (2-12)
where the six constants are specific for each compound.
• Many enthalpj^ charts and tables assume tha"t H^q is equal
to zero for a pure compound at saturated liquid condition at 
-280.0 F. In this work we adopt.the Passut and Danner 
convention, in which’the- reference state is set equal to zero 
for ideal gas state at zero absolute temperature for use with
the ideal gas enthalpy equation.
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Assuming that H? is zero, equation (2-10) becomes:
-l. O
(2-13)
For mixtures the ideal enthalpy?- is calculated applying 
the following mixing rules:
F° = Y  v H°*v i  ̂^ (vapor phase) (2-14)
= £x^K° (liquid phase)
i
(2-15)
The enthalpy departure is calculated for single phase 
mixtures hy solving equation (2-11) for each phase using the 
volumes of vapor and liquid from the solution of the equation 
of state and mixture compressibility factor from:
The total enthalpy for the whole vapor-liquid mixture is 
evaluated by the heat balance equation.
H = Kv . V- + EL . (1-VJ (2-17)m mix f mix v f ■' '
where:
Hm is the vapor-liquid mixture enthalpy





2.2.1 Reference state for enthalpy
The following procedure illustrates the conversion of the 
reference state for the binary mixtures composed of methane, 
ethane and propane from an enthalpy equal to zero in the satu 
rated liquid condition at -280.0 °F to an enthalpjr of zero at 
zero absolute temperature as used in this work.
1) The enthalpy of each pure compound is evaluated at an 
arbitrary temperature (-100.0 °F) and zero pressure using the 
equation (2-12).
2) Using equations (2-14) or (2-15) the mixture ideal 
enthalpy for the feed is determined.
3) The value of enthalpy referenced at -280.0 • F is deter 
mined at the same arbitrary temperature as in step 1 (-100.0*F) 
and zero pressure.
4) The difference between enthalpies evaluated in steps'2 
and 3 can be used to correct all enthalpies which have -280.°F 
saturated liquid condition as a reference.
The following example shows the reference state conversion 
for a 76 percent ethane in propane mixture:
from equations (2-12) and (2-14), at -100.0°F and H? equalJL Q
to zero at absolute temperature.
« 104.37 Btu/lb = 3138.2 Btu/lbm 
Hj = 81.82 Btu/lb = 3607.3 Btu/lbm 
where:
1: is ethane and 2: is propane
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Hm = 97.23 Btu/lb = 3250 .8 Btu/lbm
From the data of Furtado (20), at -100.0 * F in which the refe- 
rense state H?q is set equal to zero at. -280.0 °F (saturated- ■ 
liquid) we have.
H° = 298.40 Btu/lb
conversion factor = 201.17 Btu/lb
Substract the above conversion factor from all of the 
values:presented by Furtado with a reference state of H?q 
equal to zero at -280.0 *F to convert to the reference state 
of K° equal to zero at zero absolute temperature.
2.3 The Redlich-Kwong equation of state
In 1949, Redlich and Kwong (8) proposed their equation 
of state as:
? = —  + j. a---- (2-20)
(V-b) T*V(V+b)
ai = ' O a iR2(Tci)2*5/Pci (2-21)
b. = -Qb.R (Tci)/Poi (2-22)
where Q  a and Q b  are constants for all gases and equal to 
.4278 and .0867 respectively.
These values were determined by the criterion on a P-V 
diagram that the critical point is an inflection point in an 
isotherm specified by:
(-T^Tc - 0 ( 2 " 2 3 )
'  1875 “ S X S K x ' i ™  "
and (^“2^Tc = 0 (2-24)
Since the values of Qa. and Qb. are not true constants
for all compounds, many authors have proposed different ways 
to calculate them. Zudkevitch (11) proposed in 1970 a trial 
and error procedure using vapor pressure, liquid density and 
fugacity at saturation for every compound. Prausnitz (17) deter­
mined these values by the following expressions:
Q a = ( M e  _ pc) JPcVo(Vcfb) (2_25)
V0_D (RTc)
Q b  = .0967 - 0.0125V/̂  + 0.011V/? (2-26)
where is the acentric factor for the ith component..
Another method proposed by Vogl et al (12) uses adjust­
able coefficients .Qa and Qb calculated by:
Q a  = ZcA (2-27)
Q b  = ZcB (2-28)
A = (2_ 29)
b3 + _ | L  + % § M B + = 0 (2-30)
where A and B are constants for each compound.
Orosco (21) presents an algorithm to calculate B which 
allows the calculation of - Qa and Qb.
Somait (15) tried six different ways of combining the two 
sets of Q . parameters given by Prausnitz and Chueh (17,9)
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derived from the saturated liquid and vapor data. He produced 
reasonable results using the arithmetic average of the satura­
ted liquid and vapor values for Q a  and for Qb.
In this work, we use the Redlich-Kwong equation with the
arithmetic average of Q a  for each phase at saturated condition.
The constant Q b  was averaged similarly.
Applying equation (2-20) to the general thermodynamic 
relation for fugacity coefficient (2-9), using the mixing rules 
given below, the equation becomes for the vapor phase:
ln$ J = In ^  - In Z - . In ^
RT5/ b
+ R T ^  b* (ln  ^  ^  } ( 2 ' 3 1 )
Where:
a = £ £  yiy3aij (2-32)
b = £  y ^  (2-33)
ai  = Q aiR2< Tci> 2 * 5/Pci  (2-34)
\  - Q  bi R(Tci )/Pc1 (2-35)
ai j  “ (Q ai +Q a3)R2(Toi3 ) 2' 5/Pci3 (2-36)
TCi = ( l - ^ p d c ^ C j ) 4 (2-37)
Pei3 = 2ci3R(Tci3)/Vci3 (2-38)
Where A K ^  represents the deviation from the geometric mean
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for Tc.., taken from Prausnitz (17).
Yc.. = ((Yc..1/3 + Vc..1/5)/2)3 (2-39)
Zc.i = .291 - «04(W.+W.) (2-40)J t)
for the liquid phase:
a = Z  Z  xiX.a.. (2-41)
b = E  x :b. (2-42)
i
and the equation (2-9) "becomes:
rL'L . Y bi . . _ ' i 3 , y+bIn (p. = v_>) + ^-h “ “3727 Yi # w u . RT- ' b
ab..
RTT71b
b • T_ , ,
+ : ™5/2',2 ^ln "T" ~ Wb^ (2-43)
The liquid and vapor volume are calculated solving the 
equation of state (2-20) for each phase. A subroutine for this 
calculation is included in appendix III.
The general expression (2-11) can be solved to give the 
enthalpy departure substituting the equation (2-20) to obtain 
for the vapor phase:
(H-K°) = RT(Z-1) + — 2#--- Xn(^r) (2-44)2T2 b V+b
for the liquid phase:
Solve equation (2-44).using Z, a, b, and Y for the liquid 
phase.
Solving equations (2-12), (2-44), (2-17), (2-18) and 
(2-19), the.desired values of liquid, vapor, and liquid-vapor
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enthalpies are obtained.
2.4 The Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state
In 1972, Soave (14) proposed a modified Redlich-Kwong
equation called the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation
xreplacing the term a/T2 with a more general temperature depend 
ent term a(T) as:
a(T) (2-45)V(V+b)
A ( 2- 46)
RT (2-47)






Introducing the adimensional factor o^(T), the constant a^ 
is calculated at other temperature than the critical as:
a±(T) = acic<i(T) (2-50)
where: "becomes unity at T=Tc
Prom vapor pressure data, Soave .obtained a mathematical
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expression for C<^(2) as function of system temperature, cri­
tical temperature and acentric factor. *
i
o <  “ = 1 + (.480+ 1.57'4W,-.17W.2)(1-Trt) (2-51)1 1 1
Substituting equations (2-51) and (2-48) into equation 
(2-50); values of na,f for pure compounds.are obtained.
The fugacity coefficient can be evaluated by introducing 
equation (2-45) into equation (2-9) to yield for the vapor 
phase:
= -^-(Z-1) - ln(S-B) - | ( 2 - ^  - ^|)ln(1+ §)
(2-52)
and for the liquid phase, solve equation (2-52) using Z, a, 
b, A and B estimated for the liquid phase, with the following 
mixing rules:
r* v*' arthur lakes library1 .̂sssssr <->
= • (2-42)b
ai i =  a/) (2-53)3 13 i 3
where: is the interaction coefficient between ith. and jth
compounds ( aK . . 4 AK. .).r j j '
for the vapor phase substitute x± by yA in the mixing rules
equations.
Th’e desired values for mixture enthalpies, in the. liquid 
vapor and the liquid-vapor regions are evaluated by solving 
equations (2-12), (2-17), (2-18), (2-19) in the same manner as
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with the Redlich-Kwong equation • The enthalpy departure is 
calculated by substituting equation (2-45) into the expression 
for enthalpy departure, obtaining:
for the vapor phase:
(H-H°) = RT(Z-1) 4- ( - a)ln(^£)/b (2-54)
and for the liquid phase, obtain Z, da/dT, a, b, and V for the 
liquid phase and substitute in equation (2-54).
2.5 The Peng and Robinson equation of state
Peng and Robinson (16) proposed a modified van der Waals
equation as:
RT a(T) c_%
r = T^ET " V(V+ti)'+b(V-D) '
Where:
ac^ = .45724R2(Tci)2/I>ci (2-5 6)
,b± = .077aR(I'ci)/Pci (2-57)
As stated by Soave (14) in his equation of state, Peng and 
Robinson proposed the calculation of as function of temp*
erature introducing the adimensional factor parameter oCjXTr,W^)
ai * c< i(T*Wi)aci (2-5.8)
Where:
C»c. i^(T,Wi) = 1 + (.37464 + 1.5422Wi-.26992V/i2)(1-Tr.*)
(2-59)
and is equal to unity at T=Tc
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Substituting equation (2-55) into the general expression
The mixing rules proposed by Peng and Robinson are the 
same as those used "by Soave (14).
Enthalpies are calculated solving equations (2-12), (2-17) 
(2-18), and (2-19) as before. The enthalpy departure is eva­
luated by substituting equation (2-55) into equation (2-9) 
yielding for the vapor phase:
and for the. liquid phase, solve equation (2-61) using 2, da/dT 
a, b and 3 calculated in the liquid phase.
for fugacity coefficient yields for the vapor, phase:
(2-60)
where:




and for the liquid phase solve equation (2-60) using Z, a,
b, A and B calculated for the liquid phase and replacing y
Ĵ
CH-H°) = RT(Z-1) + (T If - a)ln(-§±^4|§-)/(23/2 b)Z-.414B
(2-61)
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3.6 The BWRS equation of state
The BWRS equation of state is an eleven parameter modified 
Benedict,Webb and Rubin equation, proposed by Starling (3,22).
2
P = £>RT + (BoRT - Ao - ^  - =£)P
T T T
+ (t>RT - a - f)P5 +<H(a + f ) p 6
+ c 
T'
d  + 7 p 2)e xP(-7p )̂ (2-62)
Starling (3) uses the mixing rules developed by Bishnoi 
and Robinson (23) for the 3WR equation to calculate the mixture 
parameters: 





= ; £ Boixi






















vapor phase is obtaining by replacing by. y^. 
Starling (3) calculated the eleven pure component para­
meter as function of acentric factor, critical temperature 








P° i2°i/HTCi5 = As + B8V,i






parameters A and B are tabulated By Starling (3).
In this work, the mixture parameters are calculated using 
the Starling pure component parameters equations, (2-74) to 
(2-84)/ and also using the pure component parameters developed 
by Hopke and Lin (4) with multiproperty regression analysis.
Following the same procedure as with the other equations, 
the component fugacities are evaluated by substituting the 
equation of state (2-62) into equation (2-5) to yield:
RT lnf^ = iRTlnCyPRTx^) +p(Bo + Bo^
a +
°i) P  f 1-exp(-TP2) exp(-TP2 )
2 , 2
(-“j’h | 1-exp(-yp2) 1 + yP2 + \ P |
(2-85)
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3?or the vapor phase replace x^ with y^ in the above equation. 
The equilibrium ratio is then calculated by:
The expression for enthalpy departure has the following 
form when the equation (2-62) is substituted into the general 
expression (2-9):
(H-H°) = (BoRT - 2Ao - + _S°. _ £22)P
T T5 T4
+ (2tRT - 3a - -|^)P2 + -^-(6a + Ijr) P5
(2-87)
Density for both phases are calculated solving the 
equation of state twice. The subroutine for this calculation 




Two algorithms have been followed for modeling phase 
equilibria and enthalpy* The first, for the two constant 
equations of state uses the general method of Zudkevitch and 
Joffe (11).'The component fugacity coefficient was calculated 
using estimated compositions in the liquid and vapor.phase .. 
These fugacity. coefficients allow the calculation of new values 
of composition. The estimated and calculated composition are• 
compared until the absolute difference is legs than or equal 
to the convergence criteria. The second algorithm followed by 
the BWRS equation performs an iterative flash calculation for 
the feed mixture composition using estimated values of equi­
librium ratio. The flash calculation yields the vapor-liquid 
fractions and the component mole fraction. This allows the 
calculation of component fugacity for each phase. The compo­
nent fugacities for each phase are corrected until the fuga- 
cities are equal. At this condition the equilibrium ratio is 
calculated.
Enthalpy is calculated in both algorithms at zero pressure 
(ideal gas state reference at zero absolute temperature) and- 
corrected to the pressure and temperature of interest by the 
enthalp3? departure evaluated from each equation of state.
3.1 ' Algoritm for the two constant equations of state
Figure 3.1, presents the block diagram of the algorithm 
which is used - in the prediction of phase equilibria and enthalp3?- 
The different steps are as follows:
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1. The input data includes:
a) Critical properties
b) Ideal gas parameters for enthalpy equation
c) Interaction coefficients (aK.., AK. .)j 13
d) Temperature and pressure of interest
2. Select a first estimate of phase composition x^ and y^
3. Determine the ideal gas enthalpy for each component
4. Calculate the equation of state parameters in both 
phases.
5. Solve the equation of state twice to determine the volume 
and the compressibility factor.
6. Calculate the component fugacity coefficient and the 
enthalpy departure for both phases using the volume and 
the compressibility factor obtained in step 3
7. Calculate the phase composition x^ and y^ using fuga­
city coefficients
8. Compare values of calculated and assumed phase compo­
sitions; if the difference is less than or equal to the 
convergence value (epsilon = .00001) calculate the 
equilibrium ratio:s using the phase compositions or the 
fugacity coefficients
9. If the difference calculated in step 8 is greater than 
the margin value, use the aritmetic average value of
.assumed and calculated compositions in the calculation 
of component fugacity coefficients
10. Calculate the vapor mole fraction for the feed mixture 
using the equilibrium ratios
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11. Check the phase condition: if it is a single phase, 
calculate the enthalpy departure and the enthalpy mix­
ture using the feed composition
12. If the mixture is vapor-liquid, calculate the enthalpy 
mixture using the phase composition and the vapor mole 
fraction
13. At constant temperature, increase the pressure until 
all possible combinations are calculated
3.1.1 Subroutines required
Subroutine YCUB calculates the volume and the compressi­
bility factor for each phase. Subroutine DIF? calculates the 
differential of constant ,rat! with respect to temperature for 








component fugacity coeff. 
and enthalpy departure 






Figure 3-1, Algorithm for the phase equilibria and enthalpy
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Figure 3-1> algorithm for the phase equilibria and enthalpy
calculation using the three two constant equations 
of state.
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3.2 Algorithm for the BWRS equation of state
Figure 3.2 presents, the block diagram of the algorithm
equilibria and enthalpy using the BWRS equation of state. The 
different steps are as follows:
1. The input data'includes:
a) Critical properties
b) Ideal gas parameters for enthalpy equation
c) Temperature and pressure of interest
d) Interaction coefficient
e) Generalised parameters for the calculation of the 
pure component Starling eleven parameters
f) Pure component parameters developed by Hopke and Lin
2. The BWRS equation is used twice in the prediction of 
phase equilibria and enthalpy. First, using the eleven 
parameters developed by Hopke and Lin (4), and second, 
calculating these parameters as function of acentric 
factor using equations developed by Starling (3)
3. A flash calculation is performed to the feed mixture 
using estimated values of equilibrium ratios, searching 
the appropiate value of V in the following relation:
where: Z^ is the feed composition of the ith component V is 
the vapor mole fraction, T the.absolute temperature and




An iterative procedure using the Newton-Raphson method 
for convergance is followed to minimize the function in 
equation (3-1). The procedure is as follows:
a) For the-feed composition estimate.the equilibrium 
ratio for each component and the vapor mole fraction
b) Substitute these values into equation (3-1) and 
check the convergance.
c) If f(P,T,V) is greater than the convergence criteria 
the vapor mole fraction is corrected using equation 
(3-2) and another function is calculated.
V = V + FVA/FVAD
FVAD = Z. ---— i------
1 V(K.-1) + 1
1
4. This flash yields the vapor mole fraction and liquid and 
vapor compositions which are used to calculate liquid and 
vapor densities by solving the equation of state twice.
5. The compositions and densities are used to calculate 
component fugacities in each phase.
6. If the vapor fugacity of any component is different from 
its liquid^ a new estimate of equilibrium ratio is used 
in a new flash calculation. t
7. This cycle is repeated until the thermodynamic condition 





8. The enthalpy is calculated as stated in the algorithm
for the two constant equations of state.
3.2.1 Program description
This program was presented by Starling (3), and consists 
of a main program and thirteen subroutines which can calculate 
nine types of process calculations. In this work we are only 
interested in one type of calculation; the flash calculation.
3.2.2 Subroutines required
Nine of the thirteen subroutines included in the original 
program are used in the flash calculation, which are:
a) PHASE: Performs vapor-liquid equilibrium prediction
using the iterative flash calculation.
b) KI:‘ Calculates ideal equilibrium ratio for each 
component in the mixture for use as starting E-values 
in phase equilibria searches.
c) BWRC: Calculates mixture-, equation of state parameters-.
d) DEPP: Calculates density using false position method
e) DENTE: In the infrequent cases in which the Newton-
Raphson false position method doesnot converge in a 
specified maximum number of iterations, the DHPP 
subroutine calls on DENTE which solves for the density 
roots by trial and error.
f) PLASH: Performs a flash calculation in the two
phase region using the Newton-Raphson method.
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g) SEARCH: Searches for the value of the unknown
variable T or P, using the false position method.
h) ENTEA: Calculates the enthalpy of a .mixture.
i) OUT: Prints the results of the calculations.
A PUP-10 computer, manufactured by Digital Equipment 
System, was used in the execution of these programs. The 
computer time used by each equation was: 25.47, 27.45, 28.35 
and 96.58 sec for Redlich-Kwong, Soave-Redlich-Kwong, Peng- 
Robinson and BWRS equations respectively for one flash calcu -* 
lation. When these programs are saved under the extension REL 

















Figure 3-2, Algorithm for the phase equilibria and enthalpy 
calculation using the BWRS.equation of state.
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It is convenient to divide the discussion of results into 
three parts: phase equilibria, enthalpy and summary of results
4.1 Phase equilibria
Six binary mixtures composed of hydrocarbon and non­
hydrocarbon were studied and compared with experimental data.
4.1.1 Methane + Ethane system
Graphical results are shown in figures 4-1 at 199*92 K 
and 4-2 at 130.37 K. At 199.92 K, all five models produced 
good results compared with experimental data taken from 
Wichterle (24). The best equation is the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) 
equation which produced 0.53 percent deviation in the liquid 
phase. At 130.37 K, the Redlich-Kwong equation is the only 
equation which presents deviation in the liquid phase, other 
equations produced satisfactory results (see table 4^1).
4.1.2 Methane + Propane system
Experimental data at 227.4 K and 283.0 K was taken from 
Price (25). Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show the results at these 
' temperatures. At 227.4 K, all models produced excellent results 
in the vapor phase. In the liquid phase the Peng-Robinson and 
the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equations produced better results than 
the other equations in the whole range of pressure. The Redlich- 
Kwong and BWRS (Starling) equations diverge slightly at pres­
sure greater than 40 atm. At 283.0 K, the Redlich-Kwong 
equation produced good fit in the critical region. The BWRS 
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slightly at pressure greater than 40 atm.
4.1*3 Methane + C02 system
Graphical results are shown in figures 4-5 at 250.0 K and 
4-6 for 270.0 K. At 250.0, all equations except Peng-Robinson 
and BWRS (Hopke-Lin) presented significant deviations in the 
liquid phase compared with experimental data taken from 
Anderson (26). The BWRS (Starling) equation produced excel­
lent results in the liquid phase below 25 atm. The SRK equation 
reproduces results very well in the vapor phase but yields 
large deviations in the liquid phase. Surprisinly the Redlich- 
Kwong equation produced better results in the liquid phase 
than in the vapor phase. The best results were obtained with 
the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equation. At 270.0 K the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) 
equation produced an excellent fit up to 78 atm. The SRK and 
BWRS (Starling) equations presented large deviations in the 
liquid phase, but reproduced good results in the vapor phase.
4.1.4 Propane + COg system
Experimental data at 277.44 K and 310.78 K was taken from 
Reamer et al (27). Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the predicted 
values at these temperatures. At 277.44 K the SRK and Redlich- 
Kwong equations gave poor results in both phases. The Peng- 
Robinson and BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equations gave the best results. 
At 310.78 K, the only equation which presented a significant 
deviation was the SRK equation. The other equations reproduced 
good results in both phases, especially BWRS (Hopke-Lin) 
equation with 0.69 percent average deviation in the liquid 
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the liquid phase region and satisfactory results in the vapor 
phase *
4.1.5 Methane + I^S system
Graphical results are shown in figures 4-9 at 277.44 E 
and 4-10 at 310.78 K compared with experimental data taken 
from Reamer et al (28). At these temperatures all equations 
presented the same behavior. The Redlich-Kwong equation gave 
excellent fit in the vapor phase. The BWRS (Starling) produced 
good results up to 90 atm. The SRK equation gave excellent 
results in the vapor phase but diverged in the liquid phase.
The BWRS (Hopke and Lin) equation was not used for this mix­
ture because there are not coefficients available;- -
4.1.6 Nitrogen + Methane system
Experimental data at 177.59 £ was taken, from Stryjek et 
al (29) and at 130.0 £ from Eidnay et al (30). At 177.59 £ the 
Redlich-Ewong equation deviated from the experimental data in 
both phases. The SRR equation reproduced the vapor phase very 
well but deviated from the experimental liquid phase data. The 
other equations gave satisfactory results in both phases. At 
130.0 E, the BWRS with Starling and Hopke-Lin parameters gave 
an excellent fit in both phases. Also the Peng-Robinson equation 
presented satisfactory results in both phases. On the contrary 
SRE equation reproduced the vapor phase very well but deviated 
largely in the liquid phase at pressure over 15 atm.
4.2 Enthalpy
Three binary mixtures composed of methane, ethane and 


























































































































































from Furtado (20) and Yesavage et al (31)*
4*2.1 Methane + Ethane system
Enthalpy was fitted for ethane with 0.004 mole methane 
at 17*04 and 34.09 atm respectively. Graphical results are 
shown in figures 4-13 and 4-14. The average deviation tell us 
that all equations except Redlich-Kwong equation can fit the 
experimental data at 17.04 atm and 34.09 atm. The Redlich- 
Kwong equation is the only equation which presented an average 
deviation over 3.0 Btu/lh. This equation gave a significant 
deviation at low temperature, but over 221.0 K produced good 
results. Other equations gave results within 3.0 Btu/lb average 
deviation. The minimum deviation was obtained by the Peng- 
Robinson equation with 1.03 and 1.70 Btu/lb at 17.04 atm and 
34.09 respectively.
4.2.2 Methane + Propane system
A a  51 mole propane in methane mixture was studied at
17.04 atm and 34.09 atm respectively. Figures 4-15 and 4-16 
show the results. At 17.04 atm the best equation reproducing 
the experimental data was the BWRS (Hopke and Lin) equation 
with an average deviation of 0.59 Btu/lb, also the BWRS with 
Starling parameters and SRK equations produced deviations 
below 1.5 Btu/lb which are satisfactory. At 34.09 atm the best 
equation was the SRK equation with an average deviation of 
0.49 Btu/lb. The BWRS with Starling and Hopke and Lin para­
meters gave a satisfactory results (see table II-4).
4.2.3 Ethane + propane system



















004 methane trace in ethane @ 17.04 atm.
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Figure 4-17, .76 ethane in propane mixture @ 17.04 atm
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ture at 17.04 atm is shown in figure 4-17. All equations 
except the Redlich-Kwong gave excellent results within 3.0 
Btu/lb average deviation. The Peng-Robinson equation produced 
an excellent fit over the experimental data with an average 
deviation of 1.97 Btu/lb. The poorest results was given by 
the Redlich-Kwong equation with a 11.04 Btu/lb deviation.
4.3 Summary of results
Percent average deviation from experimental data was 
calculated for the predicted phase equilibria using the 
following* eanation*
Where ND is the number of points.
Predicted enthalpy were averaged in Btu/lb using the 
following equation:
Tabulated results of these deviations are shown in tables 
4-1 to 4-5.
Different binary interaction coefficients were tried for 
the Peng-Robinson and SRK equations in the determination of 
the constant "a". Table 4-6 includes the coefficients which 
produced the best fit in the vapor-liquid equilibrium data. 
For the BWRS equation, we used the binary interaction coef­
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It is shown that some two parameter equations of state 
can predict phase equilibria and enthalpy of the binary mix­
tures with reasonable accuracy* These equations are easier to 
handle and they can produce as low as 1.0 percent average 
deviation in phase equilibria calculation and 0.50 Btu/lb 
deviation in enthalpy prediction. Conclusions are made in two 
separated sections.
5.1 Phase equilibria
Methane + ethane mixture at 199*92 K and 130.37 K can be 
predicted using any of these equations: BWRS, the Peng-Robinson 
and the SRK equations. The BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equation was the 
best equation for both temperatures.
The Peng-Robinson equation predicts methane + propane 
mixtures well at 227.4 K and 283*0 K. But the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) 
equation gave better fit to these data.
Experimental data for methane + CO2 mixture can be fitted 
at 250.0. K and 270.0 K using the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equation.
The SRK equation can fit only the vapor phase at 250.0 K and 
270.0 K. The BWRS (Starling) equation gave excellent results 
at low pressure.
The propane + 00^ mixture was correlated very well with 
the Peng-Robinson and BWRS (Starling and Hopke-Lin) equations 
Any of these equations reproduced with high accuracy the 
experimental data at 277*44 K and 310.78 K.
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The methane + H2S mixture was fitted very well with the 
Redlich-Kwong equation* The Peng-Robinson and BWRS (Starling) 
equations produced excellents up to 90 atm. Below this pressure 
any of these equations can be used to fit the experimental data
Nitrogen + methane mixture at 177.59 K and 130.37 K can • 
be predicted with'a minimum deviation using the BWRS with . 
Starling and Hopke-Lin parameters and the Peng-Robinson 
equations. The BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equation fitted the data better 
than the Peng-Robinson equation.
5.2 Enthalpy
The best equation fitting enthalpy for mixture of methane 
+ ethane and ethane + propane studied in this work’ was the 
Peng-Robinson equation. The methane •+ propane mixture at 17*04 
atm was fitted very well by the BWRS (Hopke-Lin) equation. At 




The SRK equation is not recommended for use when the 
mixture has COg* KgS or I^.
The Redlich-Kwong equation constants na,f and ”btf were 
determined in this work using the aritmetic average of Qa^ 
and of at the saturated liquid and saturated vapor
condition. But the results were not satisfactory. It is
recommended to try the trial and error procedure presented b}?-
Zudkevitch and .Joffe (11) adjusting the coefficients Q a  and
Q b  in each phase.
The Peng and Robinson equation is recommended for use in 
the prediction of phase equilibria and enthalpy of the mixtures 
studied in this work.
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the peng and ro b i n s q n eq ua ti on of state
t-1873 j n p u t  data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC- W
CH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99,4915 ,0130
C2H6 (2) 48,248 305.260 146,136 ,0987
MIXTURE i CH« * .2600 C2H6 = .7400
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12* .0100
INITIAL GUESS Xl= ,0600 U »  ,6000
TEMPERATURE® 199,92 K PRESSURE FROM 7,00 ATM TO 90.00 ATM
OUT-PUT
ENTHALPY MIXTURE X--VALUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID mixt ur e K1 K2 XI Y1
ATM btu/lb
7,0 136,15 .•*93,43 "44,22 7,0164 0,3494 ,0976 ,6847
9,0 140,25 **90,39 *56,60 5.4606 0,2863 .1379 ,7531
11,0 . 142,40 .•*87.21 *65,54 4,4676 0,2473 ,1784 ,7968
13.0 143»36 •«83. -73,14 3.7793 0,, 2213 ,2189 ,8271
15.0 143.54 *$0,39 "80,24 3.2740 0,2033 ,2594 ,8494
17.0 0,00 **80.30 "80.30 2,8674 0.19&7 ,3001 ,8665
19.0 0,00 «80 * 26 •80,26 2.5619 0,1819 .3409 ,8801
21.0 0,00 -780,21 "80,21 2.33 46 0.1761 ,3817 ,8911
23,0 0,00 *80,17 "80•17 .2,1304 0,1727 .4226 ,9003
25.0 0,00 *80,13 "80,13 1.9590 0,1713 ,4636 ♦ 9081
27.0 0,00 *80.08 *80,08 1,8132 0,1720 ,5045 ,9148
29.0 0,00 *80,04 "80,04 1.6880 0,1746 ,5454 ,9206
31.0 0,00 *79.99 *79,99 1.5795 0,1792 ,5862 ,9258
33,0 0,00 *79,95 "79,95 1.4648 0,1862 ,6267 .9305
35.0 0,00 *79.90 "79,90 1.4019 0,1959 ,6668 ,9347
37,0 0.00 *79.85 "79,85 .1,3290 0,2089 ,7063 ,9386
39,0 0,00 *79,80 "79,80 .1.2649 0,2263 ,7449 ,9423
41,0 0,00 *79,76 "79,76 1,2087 0 ,2495 ,7825 ,9457
43.0 0,00 *79,71 779.71 .1,1594 0,2810 ,8186 .9490
45.0 0,00 L79.66 "79,66 .1,1164 0,3252 .8529 ,9522
47.0 0,00 *79»60 "79,60 1,0790 0 .3910 ,8852 .9551
49,0 0,00 *79,55 "79,55 .1.00 04 0,9965 ,9038 ,904i
PHASE EQUILIBRIA aNQ ENTHaLFY CALCULATION USING
65THE SOAVE-REDLICH-KWONG eq ua ti on .cf state
_input data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC M
CH4 <1> 45,520 190,540 99.49? ,0130
C?H6 (25 48,248 305,260 146.136 ,0987
MIXTURE ! CH< = .2600 C2H6 = ,740e
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? .0100
INITIAL GUESS Xl= ,1580 Yls ,7780
TEMPERATURES 199,92 K PRESSURE FROM 10.00 ATM TO 51,00 ATM
BUT-PUT
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K— VALUE MOLE FRACV
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE Ki K2 XI VI
atm BTU/LB
10,0 142 22 m 9 i.40 -64,76 ■4/9100 0,2611 .1624 ,7813
12.0 143 78 *•87,93 "72.95 4.0116 0,2297 ,2037 ,8171
14,0 144 38 «84# 29 "80,31 3 t A 4 Z 9 0,2082 ,2449 ,8428
16,0 0 00 -82♦®9 "82.89 3.0126 0,1932 ,2862 ,662118,0 0 00 **82,85 *82,85 2,6794 0,1827 ,3274 ,8771
20.0 0 00 -82.80 -82.80 2.4128 0,1754 ,3686 .6 892
22,0 0 00 *982 • 9 6 *82,76 2.1947 0,1707 ,4097 .8992
24,0 0 00 *82.71 "82,71 2.0132 0,1683 ,4508 ,9076
26.0 0 00 *82.66 -82,66 1,8598 0,1678 .4918 .9147
28,0 0 00 *82 .62 "82.62 1,7288 0,1692 ,5327 .9209
30,0 0 00 *82.57 -82,57 1,6156 0,1725 ,5734 .9264
32.0 0 00 *82»**2 *82.52 1.5172 0,1780 ,6138 .9313
34.0 0 00 *82,47 *82,47 1,4311 0,1858 ,6538 ,9357
36,0 0 00 *82,42 -82,42 1.3555 0,1966 ,6932 ,9397
38,0 0 00 *82 ♦ 3.6 *82,36 1.2689 0 , 2112. ,7319 .9434
40,0 0 00 *82»31 *82,3l 1,2303 0,2306 .7697 .9469
42,0 0 00 *82.26 -82,26 1,1787 0,2569 ,8061 ,958244,0 0 00 *82.20 *82,20 1.1235 0,2935 ,8411 ,9534
46.0 0 00 *82.15 "82,15 1.0939 0 ,3467 .6743 .9564
48,0 0 00 *82,09 *82,09 1.0592 0,4318 .9057 .9593
50,0 -82 03 0.00 -82,03 0.97 4 9 1, 6259 ,9615 ,9374
ph ase eq u i l i b r i a and e n th al py ca lc ul ati on using 
the redl ic h kwong e q u a t i o n.of state
T"1875 input data
c r it ic al pr op er tie s
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 49.520 190.540 99,49? ,0130
C2H6 (2) 48,248 305,260 146,136 ,0987
MIXTURE i CH4 w ,2600 C2H6 s ,7400
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? ,0100
INITIAL GUESS Xls ,0800 Yls .6600
TEMPERATURE" 199,92 K PRESSURE FROM 6.00 ATM To 49,00 ATM
OUT-PUT
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K— VALUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS. VAPOR UQUJD MIXTURE K1 «2 XI Y1ATM 8TU/L8
an «* *» »
6*0 135,28
•  Mv <■» ggr *• 1
”106,SB "47,8l 8.1073 0,3690 .0815 .6611
8.0 140,61 "103,00 -63,09 6.0633 0,2910 .1228 .7447
10.0 143,41 "99,95 -73,10 4.8351 0.2453 .1644 .7951
12,0 144,75 -95,71 "81.25 4.0153 0,2l58 ,2064 .8287
14.0 145.17 »9l,78 -88,74 3.4290 0,1959 .2487 .8528
16.0 0,00 '”90,66 -90,66 2.9687 0,1820 ,2914 ,8710
. 18.0 0,00 ■90,62 ”90,62 2,6464 0,1724 ,3345 .8853
20.0 0,00 ”90,57 -90,57 2.3724 0,1660 ,3780 ,8967
22 • 0 0.00 •90,53 -90.53 2.1483 0,1622 .4218 .9062
24,0 0,00 •90,48 ”90i48 1.9618 0,1606 ,4660 .9143
26.0 0,00 •90,43 "90,43 1.8044 0,1610 ,5105 .9212
28.0 0,00 •90,38 -90.38 1.6701 0,1636 ,5552 .9272
30,0 0,00 ’•90,33 -90.33 1.5547 0,1683 ,5999 .9327
32.0 0,00 •90•28 -90,28 1.4549 0,1755 ,6445 ,9376
34.0 0,00 •90,23 "90,23 1.3683 0,1857 ,6886 .9422
36.0 0,00 •90,18 "90,18 1.2933 0,1996 ,7318 ,9465
38.0 0,00 •90,13 ”90.13 1,2285 0,2184 ,7738 .9506
40.0 0.00 -90,07 -90,07 1,1727 0,2438 .5140 .9547
42.0 0,00 •90.02 -90.02 1.1253 0,2788 .8520 .9587
44,0 0,00 —89,96 "89,96 1.0655 0.3287 .8871 .9629
46«0 0,00 -89.91 -89.91 1.0525 0,4050 ,5189 .9672
48.0. 0,00 -89,85 -89,85 1.0000 0,9999 ,5094 ,9094
T-1873 67
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT DATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130
C X  (2) 48.248 305.260 146.136 .0987








atm X(1) Y(1) X(1) 1(1)
5.0 .0622 .5653 .0597 .5512
10*0 .1672 .7810 .1667 .7723
15.0 .2685 .8533 .2735 .8469
17.0 .3083 .8704 .3160 .8647
22.0 .4064 .8996 .4213 .8952
27.0 .5035 .9182 .5244 .9150
32.0 .6000 .9312 .6239 .9292
37.0 .6954 .9412 .7182 .9403
40.0 .7573 .9462 .7713 .9460
45.0 .8390 .9536 .8500 .9516
PHASE EQUILIBRIA ANO ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING




COMPONENT PC TC VC
CH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99,490
C2H6 (2) 48,248 305.260 146,136
MIXTURE I CH4 s ,2600 C2H6 * ,7400
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12* .0100




JURE? 130,37 K PRESSURE: FROM 0,:50 ATM TO 3.60 ATM
OUT* PUT
e n th al py mi xt ur e 'K --V ALUE mole f r a c .
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Yl
ATM BTU/LB
0,5- 113,26 -163.97 -132,06 9,9472 0,0296 ,0978 ,9733
0,7 113,71 ”161,90 -137.80 6.9679 0.B215 ,1409 .9816
0,9 113,82 ”159.70 -144,08 5 .3143 0,0170 ,1856 .9862
.1.1 113,77 -157.33 -151.21 4,2611. 0,2-142 ,2321 .98911,3 0,00 ”155,86 *155,86 3,5209 0 ,0123 ,2807 ,9912
1.5 0,00 ”155•84 -155.84 2,9943 '0,0109 .3315 .9927
1.7 0,00 ”155,82 *155,82 .2,5830 0,0099 ,3848 ,9939
1.9 0,00 «155•80 -155.80 2.2578 0 ,009i ,4406 ,9949
2.1 0,00 “155,78 -155,78 1,9946 2,8086 ,4992 ,9957
2,3 0,00 ”155,77 *155,77 1.7780 0,0082 ,5604 ,9964
2.5 0,00 -155,75 *155.75 1.5978 0,0080 .6240 ,9970
2.7 0,00 -155.74 -155,74 1,4472 0,0079 ,6893 .99752.9 0,00 -155,72 *155,72 1.3216 0,0080 ,7552 ,9981
3.1 0,00 -155.71 -155,71 1.2176 0.0081 .8201 ,9985
3.3 0,00 -155,70 *155,70 .1,1324 0,0085 ,8822 ,9990
3.5 0,00 -155.68 -155,68 .1,0632 0,0069 .9400 .9995
PHASE EQUILIBRIA and ENTHALPY CALCULATION using




COMPONENT _ PC TC VO
. « » • » « .  Uf m .
CH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99,49(5
C§H6 (2) 48,248 305,260 146,136
MIXTURE ! CH4 s ,2600 C2H6 = .7400
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? .0100
INITIAL GUESS Xls .0980 Ylf .9730






♦ 4P«r U!5i «
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K~«VALUE •MOLE FRAC.
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 XI VI
ATM . BTU/L8
0,5 113,61 ’*170,50 ”139,73 9,0400 0,025$ ,1081 ,9770
0.7 113,97 ”168 * 14 *•146, li 6,3578 e,0l87 ,1548 .9842
0.9 114,02 ”165»^3 ”153,16 4.8692 0,2148 ,2029 .9882
1.1 113.95 *’162.94 *161.24 3.9220 0 « 01^ 4 ,2526 .9908
1.3 0.00 ”162.50 *162,50 3,2660 0,0107. ,3039 .9926
1.5 0.00 ”162.48 *162,48 2.7844 0,8098 ,3570 ,9939
1.7 0,00 ”162•46 *162,46 2.4161 0,0086 ,4118 ,9950
1.9 0,00 ”162.44 *162.44 2.1255 0,0079 ,4685 ,995*8
2.1 0,00 ”162.43 *162,43 1.8908 0,0074 ,5270 ,9965
2.3 0,00 ”162.41 *162,41 1,6580 0,0071 ,5872 ,9971
2.5 0.00 ”162.40 *162,40 1.5377 0,0068 ,6488 ,9976
2.7 0,00 ”162.38 *162.38 1.4235 0,0067 ,7111 ,9981
2.9 0.00 ”162.37 -162.37 1.2508 0,0067 .7735 ,9985
3.1 0,00 ”162«35 *162,35 1.1564 0,0067 ,6349 .9989
3.3 0.00 ”162.34 *162,34 .1.1177 0 ,0069 .6940 ,9993
3.5 0,00 ”162.32 *162,32 1.0525 0,0072 .9498 ,9996
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHaLPY CALCULATION 'USING






COMPONENT  PC TC VC
CH4 (1) 45,580 190,540 99t490 .0130
CSH6 (2) 48,248 305.260 146,135 .0987
MIXTURE i CH4 « ,2600 C2H6 * .7400
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK10s .0100
INITIAL GUESS Xls ,1100 Yl» .9800
TEMPERATURE* 130.37 K PRESSURE FROM 0.60 ATM TO 8.80 ATM
OUT-PUT
— fS
ENTHALPY mi xt ur e K— VALUE MOLE FRa cV
'RESS. vapor LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Yl
TM b t u/lb
0,6 "*.114,54 ”211.94 -183,21 7*0757 0,0120 .1399 ,9897
0.7 114,53 ”209.71 -187,40 5,9269 0,0103 .1673 .9914
0.8 114,48 -207.51 -191,99 5.0759 0.0090 .1956 .9928
0.9 114.40 -205.59 -197,07 4.4177 0,8060 ,2250 .9938
1.0 114.29 -203.55 -202.76 3,8928 0,0073 .2555 .9945
1.1 0,00 -203.63 -203.63 3,4650 0,0067 ,2872 .9952
1.2 0,00 -203.62 -203.62 3.1083 0,0063 ,3203 .9957
1.3 0,00 ”203.60 -203.60 2.8071 0,0058 ,3549 .9962
1.4 0,00 -203.59 *203.59 2,54 88 0,0056 ,3910 »9966
1.5 0,00 -203.58 -203.58 2,3250 0,0053 ,4288 .9970
1.6 0,00 -203,57 -203.57 2.1294 0,0051 ,4683 .9973
1.7 0,00 -203.56 *203,56 1.9572 0,0049 ,5097 .9976
1.8 0,00 -203.55 -203,55 1.8049 0,0048 .5529 .9979
1.9 0,00 -203.54 -203,54 1.66 98 0,0048 .5977 ,998i
2.0 0,00 -203,53 -203,53 1.5502 0 ,0047 ,6440 .9983
2.1 0,00 -203.52 -203.52 1.4444 0,8048 ,6913 .99852.2 0.00 -203.51 -203.51 1.3516 0,0048 .7390 .9987
2.3 0,00 -203.50 -203,50 1,2705 0,0050 .7863 .9989
2.4 0,00 -203,49 -203,49 1.2004 ■0,0051 ,8323 . 999i
2.5 0,00 -203.99 -203,49 1.14 03 0,0054 ,8764 .9993
2.6 0,00 -203.98 -203,48 4,08 90 0,0056 ,9178 .9995
2.7 0,00 -203.97 -203.47 1.0454 0,0060 .9563 .9997
2.8 0,00 -203.96 -203.46 1.0083 0,0064 ,9917 .9999
T-1873 71
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OF STATE
INPUT LATA
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 ( D  <45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130
C2H6 (2) 48.248 305.260 146.136 .0987





atm X(1) Y(1) x(1) Y(1)
0.50 .1245 .9747 .1066 .9754
1.00 .2422 .9887 .2232 .9887
1.50 .3578 .9934 .3479 .9933
2.00 •4789 .9958 .4820 .9957
2.50* .6152 .9973 .6262 .9972
3.00 .7775 .9984 .7777 .9984
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE PENG AND ROBINSON EQUATION OR STATE
1875 -INPMT DATA. ^  jp «* (»
CRITICAL PROPERTIES 
COMPONENT PC TO VC W
CH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99.490 ,0130
C5H8. <2> 42,010 369,660 199,980 .1520
MIXTURE ! CH4 s ,4900 C3H8'« .5100
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12= .0230
INITIAL GUESS Xl« .0250 Yle ,3750
TEMPERATURE® 227,40 K PRESSURE FROM 10,'00 ATM TO 75.00
OUT-PUT
~  V/t m  mr
ENTHALPY MIXTURE :K— VALUE MOLE
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE. K1 K2 XI
ATM BTU/LB
10 0 169.94 * 81 • 51 -5,46 9,0438 0,1105 ,0996.142314 0 171,84 •:«7 8*60 *11,97 6,4569 0,0881
18 0 171.42 475,53 *16.77 5.0795 0,0768 ,1845
22 0 169,77 472*31 *20.90 4.1755 0,0707 ,2264
26 0 167,36 **68»®9 *24,73 >3 .-3480 0,067? .2679
30 0 164,41 *65,26 *28,46 3.0862 0,0667 .3091
34 0 161,01 * 61»4 0 *32,18 2.7314 0,2674 ,3501
38 0 157,21 *57.26 *35,97 -2,4497 0,0695 ,3909
42 0 153,02 *52*79 *39,88 2,2200 0,0732 ,4317
46 0 148,43 447,94 *43,95 2,0284 0,0786 .4726
80 0 0,00 *45•7 4 *45,74 1,8854 0,0861 • 5136
54 0 0,00 *45»7l *45«7l 1.7243 0,0963 ,5551
58 0 0,00 !*45»69 *45,69 1,6080 0 ,1106 ,5971
62 0 0,00 **45,65 *45,65 .1 ,4685 0,1309 .6401
6 6 0 i 0,00 ‘*45*61 *45,61 1.38 63 0,1615 ,6846
70 0 0,00 *45,57 *45,57 1.2695 0,2114 ,7315





















phase EQUILIBRIA and e n th al py c a l c ul ati on using 




COMPONENT  ̂ PC TC VC W
CH4 (!) 45,520 190,540 99.490 ,0130
C3H8 (2) 42,010 369.660 ,199,980 .1520
MIXTURE i cH4 * ,4900 C3H8 \* .5100
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT aK12s ,0200
INITIAL GUESS XI* .0250 Yls ,3750
TEMPERATURES 227,40 K PRESSURE PROM 10.00 ATM To 75,00 ATM
OUT-PUT
, m* W  ~  ~  IS ** *m f* •
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K— VALUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Yl
ATM • 8TU/LB
— W ** 15 — «* ** 
10.0 "i67,25 -80.87 -3,88
ir —• - — -»
8 ,.1580 0.1272 .1090" ,8867
14,0 169,94 -77.53 -11.42 5.8451 0,1011 ,1565 .9147
18.0 170,04 -74,00 "16.91 4.5690 0,0879 ,2035 .9300
22,0 168.77 -70.25 -21.63 3.7551 0,0808 ,2502 ,9394
26.0 166.64 —66,04 -26,05 •3.1*500 0,0772 ,2964 .9457
30.0 163.89 —61,94 "30.41. 2.7740 0.0761 .3424 .9499
34.0 160.62 -57.31 -34.83 .2.4544 0,0770 ,3882 ,9529
38.0 156.89 152.27 -39.43 0.2005 0,0798 .4339 .9548
42,0 152.71 —46,77 -44,30 1.9933 0,0845 .4796 ,9561
46.0 0,00 145.A3 -45.43 1.8203 0,0915 .=5255 ,9566
50.0 0.00 •—45»*2 -45.42 1.6731 0,1016 .5717 .9565
54,0 0,00 145.59 -45.39 1.5453 0,1161 .■6185 ,9557
58.0 0,00 •145.36 -45,36 1,4324 0.1375 ,6661 . 9541
62.0 0.00 -45,32 -45.32 1.3383 0,17.10 .7151 .9513
66.0 0.00 -45.27 -45,27 1.2349 0,2291 ,7665 .9465
70,0 0,00 145.22 -45.22 1,1288 0,3547 ,8230 .9372
74,0 0,00 -4 5,17 -45.17 1.0001 0,9993 .8673 ,6674
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES
golden, Colorado 804QI
p h a s e  e q u i l i b r i a  anq e n t h a l p y  c a l c u l a t i o n  ‘USING
THE SOAVjE-REOLlCH-KWQNC EQUATION *CF STATE 74
£-1873 input data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES 
COMPONENT PC . . TC _ VC
"■> mm ** —  ««*.« —  <■* •». _  «* »■* »» wj <
CH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99.490
C3H8 <2) 42,010 369,660 199,980
MIXTURE ! CH4 ? ,4900 C3H8 ? .5100
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT aK12= .0230
INITIAL GUESS XI? ,0250 Yl? ,3750





w f -  . — »  — as *!?•»«* <
e n th al py mi xt ur e k — v a l u e mole f r a c .
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE Ki K2 XI Yl
ATM b t u/lb
10.0 170,94 **84 * 23
«
*8,38 8,3747 0 i1061 ,1079 ,9035
14.0 172,97 *80,70 -14,99 6.0237 0,0862 ,1539 *9271
18,0 172,69 *77,?0 -19,91 4.7156 0,0751 .1993 ,9399
22.0 171,21 *>73.51 -24,18 3.8616 0,0691 ,2442 ,9478
26,0 168,97 **69 * 5$ -28,20 3.32 28 0.2661 ♦ 2885 ,9529
30,0 166,19 *65»40 -32,14 2,8770 2 ,0652 ,3324 .9565
34.0 162.98 *>60,94 -36,12 2,5500 0,0660 ,3760 ,9588
38 , 0 159,37 **56»13 -40,22 2.2905 0,0682 .4193 .9604
42.0 155,39 *50.93 *44,49 2.0789 0,0719 .4624 .9613
46.0 0,00 ••47»$5 -47,35 1.9025 0,0775 ,•5055 ,9617
50 • 0 0,00 *47,33 -47,33 1,7525 0,2852 ,5487 ,9615
54.0 0,00 *47.30 *47,30 1,62.25 0,2960 ,5922 .9609
58.0 0,00 *47,26 -47,26 1,50 77 8,1112 ,6364 .9596
62.0 0,00 *47.22 *47,22 1.4042 0,1334 ,6819 ,9576
66.0 0,00 *47.17 -47,17 1.3080 0,1682 ,7298 ,9545
70.0 0,00 *47.12 -47.12 1.2i26 0,2309 ,7834 ,9500
T-1873 75
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT LATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130
C^Hg (2) 42.010 369.660 199.982 .1524






X(1) Y( 1) X(1) Y(1)
10.0 .1061 .9026 .1017 .8998
20.0 .2110 .9443 .2130 .9414
30.0 .3070 .9566 .3242 .9537
40.0 .3965 .9611 .4348 .9580
50.0 ♦ -**■ 00 VJ1 .9614 .5443 .9582
60.0 .5637 .9579 .6523 .9540
70.0 .6450 .9482 .7609 .9406
72.0 .6613 .9450 .7839 .9348
74.0 .6777 .9411 .8076 .9406
PHASE EQUILIBRIA and en thal py calc ul at ion using 76
the redl ic h kwong .eQu a t i o n o f  state
t -1873 input Data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC_ VC W
CH4 <1) 45,520 190,540 99.490 .0130
C3H8 (2) 42.010 369,680 199,980 ,1520
MIXTURE i cH4 , ,4900 C3H8 s .5100
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12= .0200
INITIAL GUESS Xls ,1100 n e  ,8800
TEMPERATURE? 283,00 K PRESSURE PROM 10.00 ATM To 91,00 ATM
OUT-PUT
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K— VALUE MOLE FRAC,
PRESS. VAPOR li qu id MIXTURE Kl K2 XI Yl
ATM b t u/lb«■» !■» «* 
10.0 156,25 0.00 156.25
•
12,0424
99"  ̂ ^  99**9
0,7471 .0224
' ** ̂ 9f ̂  ***
• 2696
15.0 151.48 0, 00 151,48 8.1465 0,5475 .0595 .4851
20.0 159,01 -14.56 109.79 6.16 07 0.4498 ,0963 .5935
• 25,0 163,72 -11.06 89,36 4.9553 0 , 3944 ,1328 ,6580
30.0 166.23 -7.60 77.06 4.1443 0.3603 .1689 ,700i
35.0 167,18 -3.76 68.51 •3,5599 0,3405 .2049 .7293
40,0 166,95 -0.12 61.99 3,1177 0,3290 .2406 .7501
45.0 165.78 3.’5 56.69 2,7702 0,3243 ,2763 .7653
50.0 163,82 8.29 52.16 2.4689 0,3252 .3119 .776255.0 161,13 12.73 48,17 2,2551 0,3313 .3476 ,7839
60.0 157,75 17.75 44.53 2,0566 0,3426 ,3835 , 7 888
65.0 153,65 23.43 41,16 1,8643 0,3598 ,4199 ,7913
70.0 148,78 29,49 37,97 1.7316 0,3842 ,4571 .7914
75.0 0,00 35.20 35,20 1,5927 0,4182 ,4954 .7889
80.0 0,00 34,37 34,37 1.4623 0,4667 .5357 .7833
85.0 0,00 33.65 33.65 1,3334 0,5402 .5797 .7729
90,0 0,00 33.01 33,01 .1,1694 0,6737 .6327 .7526
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHaLPY CALCULATION USING
THE SOAVE-REDLICH-KWONG EQUATION OF STATE 77
t -1873 input data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT_ PC TC VC
CH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99,49?
C3H8 (2) 42,010 369,660 199,980
MIXTURE ! CH4 * ,4900 C3M8 -* .5.100
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12* ,0230
INITIAL GUESS XI* ,1100 Yl* .6800





ENTHALPY mi xt ur e K -»VALUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE Kl K2 XI YlATM BTU/LB -
10,0 155,79 0,00 155,79 12.8463 0,6854 ,0259 ♦ 3323
15.0 155,10 -27.34 134,02 8,6790 0,5019 ,0609 .5287
20.0 162,99 «24.14 97,06 6,5580 8,4122 ,0956 ,6273
25.0 167,51 -20.81 " 79,07 5,2715. 2,3612 ,130:1 . 6.8,58*,.
30.0 169,87 -17.33 68,03 4 . 4 2 6 4 £.3382 ,1643 ,7241
35.0 170.71 -13.67 60.28 3.7,634 £.3113 ,1984 ♦ 7505
40,0 170,45 -9,81 54,34 3,3121 2 ,3004 .2323 ♦ 7694
45.0 169.31 -5.73 49,52 2,9420 0,2955 ,2662 ,7831
50.0 167,46 — 1,38 45.41 2.6425 0,2955 ,3002 ,7932
55.0 164,99 3.28 41.81 2.3938 0,3000
0,3087
,3343 ,8003
60.0 161.95 8.32 38.55 2.1627 ,3689 ,8052
65.0 158,38 13.85 35.55 1.9997 0,3221 .4041 .8080
70.0 154,27 20,00 32.76 1.8376 0,3410 ,4403 ,8091
75.0 149,61 27.06 30.12 1.6904 0,-3 6*70 ,4783 ♦ 8085
80.0 0,00 28. Tl 28.71 1,5516 0,4035 ,5195 .8061
85.0 0,00 27,86 27.86 1.4293 0,4600 ,5688 .8017
phase EQUILIBRIA and enthalpy calculation using
THE PENG AND R O B I N S O N  EQUATION OF STATE
INPUT DaTa T-1873 - .
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99,490 .0130
C3H6 (21 42,010 369.660 199,9B2 ,1520
MIXTURE ! CH4 a ,4900 C3HB s .5l0e
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12* .0230
INITIAL GUESS Xls ,1100 Yla ,8800
TEMPERATURES 283.00 K PRESSURE FROM 10,00 ATM To 91.00
OUT-PUT





MIXTURE K1 *2 XI
10.0 155,51 0,00 155.51 13.5723 2,6821 ,2247
15.0 154,62 -26.45 134.09 9.1673 2,5007 ,8576
20.0 162.07 —23,57 97,89 6.9259 2.4122 ,2902
25.0 166,18 -20.58 80,20 5.5665 2.3620 .1226
30.0 168,13 -17.46 69,30 4.6524 2,3316 .1547
35.0 168,58 -14.20 61.63 3.95 42 2,3131 .1866
40.0 167,91 -10.78 55,76 3.4564 2.3026 ,2184
45«0 166,38 -7.19 50,98 3.1256 2,2981 ,2500
50.0 164,11 -3,59 46.92 2.7895 2,2983 ,2817
55.0 161,21 0.64 43.35 2.5274 2,3029 ,3134
60.0 157.71 4,94 40.13 ‘2.3253 2,3117 ,3452
65 • 0 153,62 9.56 37.18 2,1135 2.3250 ,3774
70,0 148.92 14 ,58 34,42 1.9446 2,3434 ,4101
75.0 143,53 20.10 31.81 .1.7530 2,3680 ,4435
80.0 137,33 26»?6 29,32 1.6539 2,4011 ,4781
85.0 0,00 27.95 27.95 1.5226 2,4463 .5145






















PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT BATA
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130
C3H8 (2) 42.010 369.660 199.982 .1524





atm X(1) Y(1) X(1) X(1)
20.0 .0855 .6314 .0902 .6261
30.0 .1439 .7273 .1549 .7219
40.0 .1997 .7719 .2187 .7672
50.0 .2533 .7948 .2820 .7886
60.0 .3051 .8055 .3450 .7986
70.0 .3556 .8075 .4085 .7981
12.0 .3656 .8070 .4214 .7969
74.0 .3755 .8062 .4344 .7952
80.0 .4054 .8018 .4744 .7870
85.0 .4302 .7958 .5095 .7751
90.0 .4553 .7853 .5480 .7558
79
W
phase EQUILIBRIA and ENTHALPY CALCULATION using
the peng and.Robinson equatjonof state 80
1-1873 INPUT DATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES











MIXTURE ! CH4 * ,5000 002 = .5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12S ,0900
initial guess xi= ,0100* vis ,1080










mixt ur e K1 K2 XI Yl
20.0 103,12 0.00 103.12 10.1467 0 t 9059 ,0102 , 1034
23.0 101,21 0,00 101,21 8.7196 0*8173 .0231 ,2016
26.0 99.23 0,00 99,23 7.6103 0.7502 ,8364 ,2771
29.0 97.17 0,00 97,17 6.7224 8 ,6981 ,0501 ,3368
32.0 95,02 0,00 95,02 5.99 4 9 8 .6571 ,0642 ,3851
35.0 92,76 0,00 92,76 5.3671 0 16 24 6 ,0788 ,4246
38.0 90,38 0,00 90,38 4,8710 8,5987 ,8939 ,4575
*1.0 87,86 0.00 87,86 4.4267 8 ,5783 ,1096 ,485044 • 0 86,26 is47 * 25 82.36 4,0395 8,5625 ,1258 ,5083
47.0 86,16 •45.07 73,44 3.6983 0,5506 ,1428 ,5280
50.0 85.65 *42,75 65,98 3.3946 e ,5423 ,1605 ,5447
53.0 84,75 •40.26 59,6l 3.1228 I ,5374 .1790 .55 88.
56.0 83.47 •37,58 54,04 2,8750 z .5357 ,1985 ,5706
59.0 81,79 - m 3 4 •» 8 8 49.10 2,6495 0,5373 ,2191 ,5804
62.0 79,69 •31,51 44,64 2,4417 8,5425 .2409 .5882
65.0 77.13 •28,01 40,56 2,2485 8 ,5517 .2642 ,5941
68«0 74,04 *24.09 36,77 2,0671 0 ,5 656 ,2893 ,5980
71.0 70,33 •19,63 . 33,20 1.8946 0 ,5856 ,3166 ,5998
74.0 65,79 •14,44 29,80 1.7278 0 ,6137 ,3467 ,5991
77,0 60,09 *8*16 26,50 1,5622 0 .6543 ,3808 ,5948
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE SOAVE-REDLICH-KWONG EQUATION EF STATE 81
5?-1873 INPUT DATA• ■• ■» *5 W •»  15 —■
CRITICAL PROPERTIES











MIXTURE : CH4 = ,5000 C02 - ,5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? ,0500 
INITIAL GUESS XI? ,0100 Yls.,1080





0UT«PUTr * • 55 ■» *w -*<
e n t h a l p y mi xt ur e k-„value mole FRa c .
PRESS, vapor LIQUID MIXTURE K1 *2 XI Yl
ATM b t i v l b.
-
20.0 103,20 0,00 103.20 6,82 80 0.9141 ,0146 .0992
23.0 101,29 0.00 101,29 5,8395 0.8251 ,0349 .2037
26.0 99,29 0,00 99,29 5,0692 0,7582 ,0558 , 2841
29,0 97,21 0,00 97.21 4.4903 0.7071 .0774 .3477
32.0 95,02 0 . 00 95.02 4.0009 0,667 4 ,0998 .3992
35.0 92,70 0.00 92.70 3.59 30 0.6367 .1229 .4415
38.0 90,25 0,00 90,25 3.2474 0.6131 .1469 .4769
41,0 88,50 »42,58 85,04 2.9503 0,5955 ,1718 .5068
44,0 89.18 ■39.10 73,36 2.6518 0.5831 .1977 ,5322
47.0 ' 89,45 ■35,80 63,74 2.4640 0,5754 ,2248 .5540
50,0 89,32 ■31.12 55.60 2.2610 0,5722 ,2533 .5727
53.0 88,61 ■ 26', 45 48.53 2.0779 0,5730 .2834 .5888
56 • 0 87.93 ■21,12 42.26 1.9100 0,5805 ,3155 , 6026
59.0 86,64 ■14.80 36,59 1.7528 0,5939 ,3504 .6143
62.0 84.89 "6,72 31.41 1.5583 0.6172 .3902 , 6236
65,0 82.08 7.62 27,06 1.4084 0,6712 ,4460 .6262
phase equilibria and enthalpy ca l c u l a t i o n  using
















MIXTURE ! CH4 s .5000 C02 * ,5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12= ,0500 
INITIAL GUESS xis ,0100 Ylg .1000 
TEMPERATURE? 250,00 K PRESSURE FROM 20.00 ATM TO 75.00 ATM
OUT^PUT
• ** *? ~  w  ~  ̂  * * *  ** m < ** t s ~
ENTHALPY MIXTURE
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY) 
EDLORADO SCHOOL ol MINES 
GOLDEN. COLORADO 80401
K^VAIUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2. XI Yl
atm BTU/LB
-
■ 20.0 104,41 0.00 104,41 8,3202 0,9915 ,0012 .0096
23.0 102.66 0,00 102,66 7.1361 0.6937 .0170 .1215
26.0 100.B4 0.00 100.84 6.2151 0.6196 .0334 .2078
29.0 98,94 0.00 98.94 5.4780 0.7622 ,0504 .2762
32.0 96,95 0,00 96,95 4.8740 0.7172 .6680 .3316
35.0 94,86 0.00 94.66 4.3695 0.6816 .6863 .3773
38.0 92,64 0,00 92.64 3.9412 0.6535 ,1054 .4154
41.0 90.28 0,00 90.28 3.5724 0,6316 .1253 .4475
44.0 87,75 0,00 87.75 3.2511 0,6150 .1460 .4748
47,0 85,00 0,00 85,00 2.9694 0,6030 ,1678 .4981
50.0 84,48 *24,70 76,74 2.7164 0,5956 ,1907 .5160
53,0 83,79 *21.75 69.17 2,4984 0,5922 .2148 .5350
56.0 82,66 "18.51 62,54 2.2857 0,5931 ,2404 .5495
59.0 81,06 -14.91 56.60 2,0986 0.5986 .2676 .5616
62.0 78,93 -10.86 51.16 1,9260 0,6094 .2967 .5714
65.0 76,17 "6.23 46,09 1.7649 0,6266 .3280 .5769
68,0 72,62 "0,82 41.26 1.6121 0,6524 ,3622 .5839
71.0 67,94 5.75 36,58 1,4635 0,6909 ,4001 .5856
74.0 61,33 14,33 31.95 1.3106 0,7520 .4440 ,5819
T-1873
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT DATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES

















atm X(1) T(1) X(1) Y (D
22.5 .0206 .2041 .0198 .1773
27.5 .0402 .3225 .0420 .3013
30.0 .0502 .3667 .0536 .3477
35.0 .0706 .4355 .0774 .4199
40.0 .0915 .4859 .1026 .4730
45.0 .1132 .5235 .1292 .5130
50.0 .1356 .5518 .1574 .5433
55.0 .1588 .5728 .1875 .5662
60.0 .1830 .5877 .2197 .5829
65.0 .2082 .5972 .2544 .5941
70.0 .2346 .6014 .2921 .5996
75.0 .2623 .5999 .2940 .6002
phase equilibria and enthalpy calculation using
THE PENG AND ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE 84
T-1873 input Data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES









MIXTURE : CH4 = .5000 C08 ® .5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK18= .0900 
INITIAL GUESS XI® .0100 Yl® ,0750 










MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Yl
35.0 106,38 0 00 106,38 5.3974 2 9402 ,2134 ,0724
• 57.0 105,18 0 00 105,18 5,0682 2 9098 ,2217 ♦ 1100
39.0 103,97 0 00 103,97 4.7554 2 8830 ,2302 ,1436
41,0 102,73 0 00 102,73 4.4778 2 8595 ,2388 ,1738
43,0 101.47 0 00 101,47 4.22 41 • 2 8389 ,e476 *2011
45 * 0 100,19 0 00 100,19 3,9510 2 6207 ,2566 ,2257
47.0 98,87 0 00 98,87 3.7758 2 8048 ,2657 .2480
49.0 97,53 0 00 97,53 3,5766 2 7910 ,2750 ,2683
51.0 96,16 0 00 96,16 . 3,3513 2 7792 ,2845 ,2867
53,0 94,76 0 00 ' 94*76 3,2184 2 7691 ,2943 ,3035
55.0 93,32 8 00 93,32 3,0565 2 7606 ,1043 ,3187
57.0 91,85 0 00 91,85 2.9042 2 7538 ,1145 ,3325
59,0 90,35 . 0 00 90,35 2.7685 2 7485 ,1250 .3451.
61.0 88,81 0 00 88,81 2,6246 2 7447 ,1358 ,3565
63 * 0 87,22 0 00 87,22 2,4554 2 7424 .1469 ,3667
65 • 0 85,60 0 00 85,60 2.3722 8 7417 .1584 ,3758
67.0 83,94 0 00 83,94 2,25 4 2 2 7425 .1703 .3839
69.0 82,23 0 00 82.23 2.1427 2 7451 ,1827 ,3910
71.0- 80,47 0 00 80,47 2.2310 2 7495 ,1955 ,3971
73.0 78.68 0 00 78,68 1.9242 2 7559 .2089 .4021
75.0 76,84 0 00 76,84 1,8195 2 7647 ,2231 ,4059
77,0 74,96 0 00 74,96 1.7159 2 7763 ,2381 ,4085
79,0 73.04 0 00 73,04 1,6120 2 7914 .2542 .4097
81,0 71,08 0 00 71,08 1,5056 2#8114 ,2717 ,4090
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHaLPY CALCULATION USING 85THE SOAVE-REDLICH*KWQNG EQUATION! iCF STATE
T—1873 INPUT DA^A•B* **• ̂ tm S? mm ** ̂5 •* *!? ̂
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT^ PC TC VC W-
CH4 <1> 45,520 190,540 99,490 .0130
C02 12) 73,000 304.000 93,960 .2250
MIXTURE ! CH4 u ,5000 C0g ■* ,5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12 = .0500
INITIAL CUESS Xls ,0100 Yls ,0700
JURE* 270,00 K PRESSURE from 35.02 ATM TO l88.00 ATM
0UT-
m> W * • 85 •»PUT
ENTHALPY mixt ur e .8 ** *'VALUE • mole FRAC.
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID mixture K1 K2 XI Yl
ATM 8TU/LB
35.0 106,54 0.00~ 106,54 3,9926 0,9463 .0176 .0704
57.0 105.34 0.00 105,34 3.7423 0,9157 ,0298 .111639,0 104,11 0,00 104,11 3.5156 0,8890 ,0422 .1485
41,0 102.86 0.00 102,86 3.32 95 0,8658 ,0549 .1818
43,0 101.57 0,00 101.57 3.1211 2,8456 ,0679 .2118
45,0 100,26 0,00 100.26 2.9479 0,8281 ,0811 .2391
47.0 98.91 0,00 98,91 2,7680 0,8131 ,0946 .2638
49.0 97,53 0.00 . 97,53 2.6396 0,8004 .1085 .2864
51,0 96.11 0,00 96,11 2.5012 0,7899 ,1228 ,3070
53.0 94.65 0.00 94,65 2.3715 0.7815 .1374 .3259
55,0 93.15 0.00 93,15 2,2492 0,7750 ,1526 .3432
57.0 91,61 0.00 91.61 2.1331 0,7707 ,1683 .3591
59.0 90,02 0.00 90,02 2.0219 0,7684 .1848 .3736
61.0 88,37 0,00 88,37 1,9142 0,7685 ,2021 .3868
63,0 86,68 0,00 86,68 i.82e0 0.7713 ,2206 .3969
65.0 84,93 0,00 84,93 1.6995 0,7779 .2410 .4096
67.0 83.11 0.00 83,11 1.5774 0,7914 .2653 .4186
phase EQUILIBRIA and ENTHALPY CALCULATION u-sing
THE REOLICH KWQNG. EQUATION Of STATE
86
2-1873 i n p u t d a t a
CRITICAL PROPERTIES 











MIXTURE ! CM* « *5000 C02 s ,5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? ,0500 
INITIAL GUESS XI* .0100 Yls ,0700 





ENTHALPY mixt ur e K— i VALUE m o l e  f r a c .
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID mi xtur e Kl XI Yl
ATM BTU/LB
35^0 108,45 0.00 108,45 4.6812
T33? ̂  ^  —
2,9673 ,0068 ,0413
37,0 107,35 0,00 107,35 4,3643 0 9354 ,0187 ,0822
39.0 106,22 0,00 106.22 4,1172 0 9073 ,0289 .1189
41.0 105.07 0,00 105,07 3.8741 2 8828 ,0392 .1518
43,0 103,90 0,00. 103.90 3.6519 0 8612 ,0497 ,1816
45.0 102.69 0,00 102.69 3.4480 £ 8423 ,0605 .2087
47.0 101,46 0.00 101.46 3,2598 0 8259 ,0715 ,2332
49,0 100.19 0.00 100.19 3.0656 £ 8117 ,0628 ,2555
51.0 98.89 0.00 98,89 2.9236 0 7996 ,0943 ,2758
53,0 97,56 0.00 97,56 2.7725 0 7g94 ,1^62 .2944
55.0 96,18 0,00 96,18 2.6308 0 7811 .,1183 ,3113
57,0 94,77 0.00 94.77 2.4977 0 7746 .1308 .3268
59.0 93,31 0,00 93.31 2.3720 0 7698 ,1437 .3408
61.0 91,80 0.00 91.80 2.2528 0 7668 .1570 .3536
63.0 90,24 0.00 90,24 2.1395 0 7655 ,1707 , 365l
65.0 88,63 0,00 88.63 2.0311 0 7662 ,1849 .3755
67.0 86.96 0,00 86,96 1.9269 0 7688 ,1996 ,3847
69,0 85.23 0.00 85,23 1.8262 0 7737 .2150 ,3927
71.0 83,43 0,00 83,43 1.7260 0 7811 ,2312 ,3995
73.0 81.57 0,00 81.57 1.6313 0 7915 ,2483 ,4050
75.0 79.65 0.00 79,65 1.5347 0 8057 .2665 i 4090
77,0 77.65 0.00 77.65 1.4359 0 8251 ,2864 ,4112
79,0 75.59 0,00 75.59 1.3308 0 8524 ,3086 ,4107
T-1873
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT LATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC YC W
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130
C02 (2) 73.000 304.000 93.960 .2250






X(1) TO) X(1) T(1)
37.5 .0216 .1272 .0210 .1078
42.5 .0392 .2005 .0420 .1859
45.0 .0482 .2306 .0570 .2180
50.0 .0666 .2805 .0750 .2718
55.0 .0855 .3194 .0982 .3141
60.0 .1051 .3494 .1225 .. 740
65.0 .1254 .3718 ♦ 00 l\0 .3730
67.5 .1359 .3803 .1616 .3832
72.5 .15*77 .3921 .1899 .3985
77.5 .1809 .3965 .2207 .4064
82.5 * * .2557 .4048
* Lid not converge
PHASE EQUIUBRJa AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE PENG AND ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE
T-1873 INPUT DATA
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC
88
C3H8 (1) 42,010 369,660 199,980 .1524
C02 (2) 73,000 304,000 93,960 ,2250
MIXTURE S C3H8 = .4000 C02 s ,6000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? .1200
INITIAL GUESS X.ls .9100 Yl* ,5000
TEMPERATURE? 277,44 K PRESSURE FROM 10,00 ATM To 37,00 ATM
OUT-PUT





MIXTURE K1 *2 XI Yl
10.0 94,98 0,00 94,98 0,5953 4.9564 ,9072 ,540012.0 93.33 0.00 93,33 0,5187 4,0829 ,8650 .4487
14.0 91,02 =31, 27 86.09 0.4657 3,4515 ,8211 .3824
16.0 87,68 ■29,84 69,56 0.4279 2,9724 ,7752 ,3317
18.0 84.76 128.41 56.50 0.4007 2,5953 .7269 .2913
20.0 82,11 *27.00 45,03 0.3617 2,2899 .6760 ,2580
22,0 79,65 =25.63 33,92 8.3695 2,0367 .6218 ,2298
24.0 77,29 =24,31 22,08 0.3635 1.6231 .5639 .2050
26.0 75,00 *23»10 8.15 0.3638 1,6407 ,5017 .182528.0 72.75 *22.09 *10,02 0.3712 1,4838 .4348 .1614
30.0 0,00 •*2l, 79 -21.79 0.3674 1.3492 ,3631 ,1406
32.0 0.00 *2i.94 "21.94 0,4.151 .1,2353 ,2869 .1191
34,0 0 ■ 00 *22.09 "22.09 0,4593 1,1413 .2072 .0952
36,0 0,00 =22.22 -22.22 0,5306 1,8666 ,1243 . 0660
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHaLPY CALCULATION USING




COMPONENT^ _ PC TC VC
C3HS (1) 42,010 369,660 199,980
C02 (2) 73,000 304,000 93,960
MIXTURE ! C3HB ? .4000 C02 •* .6000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12* ,1200
INITIAL GUESS XI* ,9100 Yls .5000




ENTHALPY MIXTURE .K'— VALUE kqle f r a c;
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Yl
ATM fTU/LB -
10.0 95,11 0.00 95.11 0 . 5977 2«9l3l. ,6263 .4939
12.0 93,23 -30,39 90,77 0,5204 2,4771 ,7549 ,392814.0 89.12 -28.28 63,39 8.4663 2,1656 ,6859 .3198
16.0 85,73 •>26.43 42,86 0.4 2 69 1,9324 ..6193 .2644
18.0 82.82 •24,84 25,06 0,3974 i,7519 ,5551 ,2206
20,0 80.23 -23.53 7.81 0.3749 1,6083 ,4932 .1849
22.0 77.85 •22,52 -10,46 0,3574 1,4916 ,4335 .1549
24.0 0,00 •22.16 -22,16 0,3438 1,3952 ,3759 .1292
26.0 0.00 •22.33 -22.33 0.3331 1 ,'3143 ,3203 .1067
28.0 0.00 -22 *5l -22.51 0.3245 1.2456 .2666 .0865
30.0 0,00 •22.67 -22.67 0.3176 .1,1865 .2146 .0682
32.0 0,00 •22.®2 -22,82 0.3120 1.1351 ,1641 .0512
34.0 0,00 •22,97 -22.97 0,3075 1,0900 ,1151 .0354




















EQUILIBRIA and enthalpy calculation using
the redlich kwong equation of state
input data
0* 8J • •  • *  • f
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
+f! Sf **• flv ̂  ̂  ASP •  55P ^  •* ^5 ̂  W*  ̂
COMPONENT^ _ PC TC VC W
C3H8 <1) 42.010 369.660 199,'98? .1524
C02 (2> 73,000 304.000 93,960 .2250-
MIXTURE i C3H8 * .4000 C02 * .6000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12* .1200
INITIAL GUESS XI. ,9100 Yls .5000
277,44 K PRESSURE FROM 10.00 ATM To 37,00 ATM
OUT-PUT
ENTHALPY m i xt ur e K— VALUE ‘MOLE FRa cV
VAPOR LIQUID mi xt ur e K1 K2 XI Y1
b t u/lb
96.29 0.00 96,29 8,6555 5,6951 ,9316 ,6107
94,86 0.00 94.86 0.5*92 4,6889 ,8954 ,5097
93.35 0.00 93.35 0.5088 3 19598 ,8577 ♦ 4364
91,17 -20.59 86,18 0.4651 3,4054 ,6.181. .3805
88,28 -18.82 72.74 0,4531 2.9680 ,7763 ,3362
85,69 -17.03 61.89 0,4098 2.6127 ,7321 .300083.31 -15.22 52.32 0,3535 2.3171 ,6847 .2695
81.06 -13.39 43.09 0,3835 2.^663 ,6337 .2430
78.90 -11,57 33.34 0,3797 1.6498 ,5781 .2195
76,78 -9.80 21.93 0.3626 1.6610 .5170 .1978
74.67 -8,18 6.89 0.35 38 1.4952 .4496 .1770
0,00 -7.32 -7,32 0,4161 -1.3505 ,3751 . 15610,00 -7,49 -7,49 0.4547 -1,2265 ,2935 .1335
0.00 -7,65 — 7,65 0.5*98 1«l2?8 ,2049 .1065
T-1873 91
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT DATA
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
C3H8 d) 42.010 369.660 199.982 .1524
CM
OO (2) 73.000 304.000 93.960 .2250






atm X(1) Y(1) X(1) Y(1)
10.0 .9024 .5360 .9059 .5428
15.0 .7915 .3537 .7976 .3592
20.0 .6696 .2579 .6789 .2629
25.0 .5305 .1948 .5432 .1996
30.0 .3637 .1431 .3826 .1484
32.5 .2671 .1161 .2910 .1225
PHASE E Q U I LIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION -USING
THE PENG a n d  R o BINSQN E Q U A T I Q N O f  STATE
92
T-1873 input data
cr it ic al pr op er tie s
COMPONENT PC TC VC
C3H8 (1) 42,010 369,660 199,550
C02 (2) 73,000 304.000 93,960
MIXTURE ! C3«e ■* .4000 C02 * .6000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12s .1200
INITIAL GUESS XI* .9730 Yls .6730
.1524
.2250
^TURE= 310,78 K PRESSURE from -15,02 ATM TO 61.00 ATM
o u t-PUT
e n t h a l p y mi xt ur e K — «VALUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS, vapor li qu id mixt ur e K1 *2 XI Y1
ATM b t u/lb
15 0 109,79 0,00 109,79 0 .6972 4,7349 ,9732 ,8732
18 0 107.70 0.00 107,70 6,7527 3.9661 .5347 .7410
2 1 0 105,50 0.00 105,50 0.7196 3,4050 .8956 ,6445
24 0 103,17 0,00 103,17 0.6670 2,9771 .e559 .5709
27 0 100,68 0.00 100.68 2,62 63 2.6397 ,8154 .5126
30 0 98,01 0,00 98,01 2,6214 2,3666 ,7742 .4656
33 0 95 , 09 0,00 95 ,09 0,5826 2,1410 .7322 .4265
36 0 91,79 12»3.0 90,03 0.5709 ,1.9515 .6892 .3935
39 0 88,16 13,51 78,84 0.5657 1,7902 ,6453 »3650
42 0 84,58 14,99 68.57 0,5665 .1,6514 ,6004 .3401
4.5 0 80,98 16,55 58,65 0.5735 1,5310 .5546 .3180
48 0 77,29 18,22 48.59 0,5870 1,4261 .5078 .2981
51 0 73,42 20,06 37,89 0.6080 1,3344 .4603 ,2799
54 0 69.29 22,12 26.00 0,6377 1,2542 .4123 ,262957 0 0,00 21,56 21,36 0.6786 .1,1840 ,3640 .2470
•60 0 0,00 19.87 19,87 0.7352 1,1221 .3156 .2321
phase equilibria and ENTHALPY calculation -using
THE SQAVE.REOHCH-KWONG EQUATION tCF STATE 93
T-1873 ^INPUT OaTa — **«*«•*«<
critical properties
— ><9 ■> w m -tm  . —  •» »  5  «•> —
COMPONENT PC TC VC
C3H8 (1) 43.010 369.660 199.980
CQ2 (2) 73.000 304.000 93.960
MIXTURE i C3H8 * .4000 COa ■= .6000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK125 .1200
INITIAL GUESS Xl= .9730 Yt« .8730










MIXTURE Kl K2 XI Y1
15.0 110,02 0.00 110,02 0.9034 ■3,1287 ,9566 ,8642
17.0 108,67 0.00 108.67 0.8283 2,8107 ,9134 .7565
19.0 107,26 0.00 107,26 0.76 95 2,5557 .8710 .6702
21.0 105.81 0.00 105,81 0.7229 2.3469 ,8294 .5996
23.0 104.30 .0,00 104,30 0.6856 .2 ,1730 ,7886 .5407
25.0 102.71 0.00 102.71 0.6556 2.0260 ,7487 .4908
27.0 101.06 0.00 101.06 0,6315 1 ,’9003 ,7096 ,4481
29.0 99.31 0,00 99.31 0.6124 1.7915 ,6713 .4111
31.0 96.95 15. *9 90,18 0.5977 1.6965 , 6338 ,3788
33.0 94.46 17.14 78.91 0.5867 1.6128 ,■5972 , 3504
35,0 92,10 18.91 68,92 0.5793 1,5384 .5614 .3252
37.0 89.86 20,05 59,87 0.5756 1,4716 ,5263 .3030
39.0 87.69 23.07 51.55 0.5758 .1,4108 ,4920 .2833
41,0 85,60 ■ 25.83 43,98 0.5812 .1.3543 .4583 ,2664
43.0 83,56 30.06 37,62 0,5967 1.2979 ,4248 .2535
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
the reolich kwons equation -o r 'state 94
2-1873 j n p u t  data
CRITICAL PROPERTIES 
COMPONENT PC TC VC
C3H8 (1) 48,010 369,640 199,580 .1524
C02 (2) 73,000 304.000 93.960 .2250
M I X T U R E  I C3H8 « .4000 C02 ? .6000
INTERACTION C0EFnClENT*AK12s ,1200
INITIAL GUESS Xls .9730 Yls .8730
TEMPERATURE? 310.78 K PRESSURE FROM 15.00 ATM To 60.00 ATM
OUT-PUT ««» — • — *8 —





mi xtur e K1 X2 XI Y1
15.0 111,69 0,00 111.69 0.9408 4,9543 ,9853 ,926917.0 110.50 0.00 110,50 0.8622 4,3851 .5609 .8284
19.0 109,27 0.00 109.27 0.8003 3.9276 ,9361 .7492
21.0 108,00 0.00 108.00. 0.7509 3,5513 .5110 .6841
23.0 106,68 0,00 106,68 2.7110 3,2362 ,8855 .6296
25.0 105.30 0,00 105.30 0.6785 2,9683 ,8596 .5832
27.0 103.86 0,00 103.86 2.6521 2,7376 ,8332 ,5433
29.0 102.35 0,00 102.35 0.6307 2,5367 ,8063 ,5085
31.0 100.76 0.00 100.76 2.6136 8.3602 .7788 ,4779
33.0 99.07 0,00 99.07 0.6203 2,8038 .7507 .4507
35,0 97,27 0.00 97.27 2.5504 8,0642 ,7221 ,4263
37.0 95.33 0.00 95,33 0.5836 .1 ,'9388 ,6927 .4042
39.0 93.11 25.85 89.24 0.5797 1,8256 .6627 .3842
41,0 90.87 86.30 82.54 2.5788 1,7230 .6319 .3657
43.0 88.63 27.37 76.12 0 .'5888 1.6296 .6003 , 3486
45.0 86.39 28.^6 69.81 2.5858 1,5444 .5679 .3327
47,0 84.11 29.58 63.43 2.5541 1,4666 .5348 .3177
49.0 81,77 30.74 56.82 0.6258 1,3956 ,5009 ,3035
51.0 79.36 31.95 49.76 2.6214 1,3309 ,4664 .2898
53.0 76,84 33.31 42.01 2.6412 1,2721 .4312 .2765
55.0 0.00 34.83 34.23 2.6658 1,21-89 ,3957 .2634
57.0 0,00 33.12 33.12 2.6558 1,1710 .3599 .2505
59.0 0,00 32.17 38.17 2.7324 1,1283 ,3241 .2374
T-1873
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT DATA
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC . <l o
o jw 00 —
i. 42.010 369.660 199.982 .1524
C\JC\J
oo 73.000 304.000 93.960 .2250





x 1>atm Y(1) X(1) Y(1)
17.5 .9375 .7562 .9462 .7600
22.5 .8710 .5981 .8729 .5998
30.0 .7707 .4606 .7732 .4620
40.0 .6345 .3566 .6368 .3567
50.0 .4931 .2980 .4947 .2937
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE PENG ANO R o S I N S Q N  EQUATION OP STATE 96
INPUT DaTa
c r it ic al pr op e r t i e s
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
GH4 (1) 45,520 190,540 99,49? .0130
H2S (2) 89.020 373,393 94,960 .1050
MIXTURE t CH4 = ,9000 H2S = .1000
INTERACTION c o e f f i c i e n t AK12s .0900
INITIAL GUESS XI* .0200 Yl= ,3850
TEMPERATURE® 277,44 K PRESSURE FROM 20,00 ATM To 131,00 ATM
OUTPUT
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K-«VALUE MOLE FRAC'.'
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K2 XI Yl
ATM 8TU/18
- -
20,0 212•73 0 00 212,73 22.9796 0.6269 ,0167 ,3836
25 0 209,82 0 00 ‘ 209,82 18.2339 0.5288 ,0266 .4852
30 0 206.87 0 00 206.87 15.0478 0,4647 ,0367 .5524
35 0 203,89 0 00 203,89 12.7589 0,4203 ,0470 ,5995
40 0 200,88 0 00 200,88 11.0336 0,3883 ,0575 ,6340
45 0 197,84 0 00 197,84 9.6654 0,3649 ,0681 ,6599
50 0 194,78 0 00 194,78 8.6011 0,3477 .0790 .6798
55 0 191,69 0 00 191,69 7.7292 0,3351 .0902 .6951
60 0 188,58 0 00 188,58 6.9617 0,3262 .1015 .7069
65 0 185,47 0 00 185,47 6,3250 0,3203 ,1132 ,7159
70 ‘0 182,35 0 00 182,35 5,7752 0,3171 .1251 ,7226
75 0 179,23 0 00 179,23 5.2948 0.3161 .1374 ,7273
30 0 176,12 0 00 176,12 4.8703 0 • 317 4 ,1499 .7302
85 0 173,03 0 00 173,03 4.4917 0,3207 ,1629 »7316
90 0 169,98 0 00 169,98 4', 1508 0,3260 .1762 .7314
95 0 166,96 0 00 166,96 3,8413 0,3336 ,1900 ,7298
100 0 164,00 0 00 164,00 3.5578 0,3434 ,2043 .7267
105 0 161.10 0 00 161,10 3.2562 0,3558 ,2191 ,7221
110 0 158,28 0 00 158,28 3.0526 0,3710 ,2345 .7163115 0 155,53 0 00 155.53 2.8240 0,3896 ,2507 ,7081
120 0 152,88 0 00 152,88 2,6075 8,4120 ,2678 .6984
125 0 150,32 0 00 150.32 2,4003 0.4391 ,2860 .6865
130 0 147,87 0 00 147,87 2.1998 0,4722 .3055 .6720
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTH a LPY CALCULATION USING
THE SOAVE-REDltCH-KWQNG EQUATION CF ST a TE 97
T-1873 INPUT OATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES 















t e m p e r a t u r e*
INITIAL GUESS Xls ,0200 Yls ,3350
277,44 K PRESSURE FROM 20.00 ATM TC 101,00 ATM
0UT-PUT
n u O  80401
ENTHALPY MIXTURE K— value MOLE FRAC.
D W  COtORA^o0,i ® ® S
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUJQ MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Y1
ATM BTU/LB
mm — .................
20.0 213.24 0,00 213.24 15 .1551 0,6300 ,0255 ,3860
25.0 210.44 0.00 210,44 11.9403 0,5329 ,0409 .4889
30,0 207,59 0,00 207,59 9.7833 0,4700 ,0569 .5567
35.0 204,70 0,00 204,70 8,2337 0,4270 ,0734 ,6044
40.0 201,78 0.00 201.78 7.0648 0,3967 ,0905 .6392
45.0 198,81 0,00 198,8.1 6.1499 0,3752 ,1082 • 6654
50,0 195,80 0.00 195,80 5,4126 0,3601
0,3501
.1267 .6855
55.0 192,76 0,00 192.76 4,8042 ,1459 .7010
60.0 189.68 0.00 189,68 4.2921 0,3442 ,1661 .7130
65.0 186.58 0,00 186.58 3.8535 0,3420 .1874 .7221
70.0 183,46 0,00 183,46 3.4718 0,3432 ,2099 .7288
75.0 180.33 0,00 180,33 3.1348 0,3479 ,2340 .7335
80,0 177,19 0.00 177,19 2.8327 0,3563 ,2599 .7363
85.0 174,05 0.00 174,05 ■2 .5575 0,3689 ,2883 .7375
90.0 170.93 0.00 170,93 2,3017 0,3870 ,3201 ,7369
95.0 167.84 0,00 167,84 2.0566 0.4129 .3572 .7345
100.0 164,80 0.00 164,80 1.8052 0.4531 .4045 .7302
PHASE EQUILIBRIA and ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING 98
THE REQLICH KWONG EQUATION OF STATE
T_1873 INPUT DATa
rr — s* 9*  — -
CRITICAL PROPERTIES 
COMPONENT_ PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 45,5201 190. 540 99 .490 0130
H2S (2) 89,020'■ 373, 390 94 .960 1050
MIXTURE ! CH4 g .9000 H2S 3 .1000.
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12s ,0500
INITIAL GUESS Xls • 0200 Yla ,3850
iature3 277,44 K pr es su re FROM 20,02 ATM To .121,00 ATM
q u t*put
enth al py mi xt ur e j4«Ks,VAL0E m o l e FRAC,
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE Ki K2 XI Y1
ATM b t u/lb .«• «,*».. 9* ~ -• ~ tm  wm ~
20,0 213,60 0,00 013,60 20.5051 0,6474 *8178 » 3641
25.0 210.85 0.00 210,85 16.2086 0.5454 f 2290 ,4704
30.0 208,06 0.00 208.06 13.3225 0,4788 .8406 .5406
35,0 205.22 0.00 208.22 11.2474 0,4327 ,8525 .5900
40,0 202,33 0.00 202.33 9.6834 0,3997 ,8647 .6262
45,0 199,39 0,00 199.39 8.4592 0,3756 ,8772 .6534
50,0 196,42 0,00 196.42 7.4737 0.3581 ,0902 .6742
55,0 193,40 0,00 193,40 6.6617 0,3455 ,1036 .6903
60.0 190,34 0,00 190.34 5.9796 0,3370 ,1175 .7026
65.0 187,25 0.00 187.05 5.3972 0,3318 ,1319 .7120
70.0 184,13 0,00 184.13 4,8926 0,3296 ,1469 .7188
75,0 180.99 0.00 180.99 4.4497 0,3303 ,1626 .7234
80.0 177,84 0.00 177.84 4.0564 0,3337 .1790 .7260
85.0 174,69 0,00 174.69 3.7031 0,3400 ,1962 .7267
90,0 171,55 0.00 171.55 3.3822 0,3495 .2145 ,7254
..95,0 168,44 0.00 168.44 3.0873 0,3627 ,2339 .7221
100,0 165,38 0.00 165,38 2.8130 0,3803 ,2547 .7166
105,0 162,37 0,00 162.37 2.5543 0,4036 ,2773 .7084
110,0 159.44 0.00 159,44 2.3862 0.4344 ,3022 .6969
115,0 156,60 0.00 156,60 2,0629 0,4762 ,3301 .6810
120.0 153,86 0,00 153.86 1.8163 0,5352 ,3628 .6590
T-1873
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BY/RS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT DATA
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130
H2S (2) 89.020 373.390 94.960 .1050






x(1) TO) X(1) TO)
20.0 .0213 .3819 **
30.0 .0464 .5549 ** **
40.0 .0716 .6390 ** **
50.0 .0970 .6868 ** **
60.0 .1224 .7153 ** **
70.0 .1482 .7321 ** **
80.0 .1739• .7408 ** **
90.0 .2001 .7431 ** **
100.0 .2264 .7403 ** **
110.0 .2531 .7330 ** **
120.0 .2802 .7220 ** **
130.0 .3082 .7081 ** **
** Not available in literature
PHASE EQUILIBRIA a NO ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE PENG ANO ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE 100
T-1873 INPUT OATa 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES











MIXTURE ! CH4 = ,9000 H2S = ,1000 
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK13= ,0900 
INITIAL GUESS X1 = .0050 Vis ,0853 
TEMPERATURES 310,78 K PRESSURE FROM 30,00 ATM To 131,00 ATM
OUT -.PUT
en th al py mi xt ur e K— VALUE MOLE FRAC.
PRESS» vapor LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 Xl VI
ATM BTU/LB
30.0 "238,67 0 00 238,67 13.4214 0,9179 ,0066 .0881
35.0 236,31 0 00 236,31 11.4289 0.8255 ,0165 ,1881
40,0 233,96 0 00 233,96 9.8769 0,7573 ,0266 ,2628
45.0 231,60 0 00 231.60 8.6701 0,7057 .0370 ,3204
50,0 229,25 0 00 229,25 7,6539 0 .6660 ,0475 ,3657
55,0 226,90 0 00 226,90 6.8867 0,8351 ,e584 .4019
60,0 224,56 0 00 224,56 6.2068 0,6113 ,0695 .4312
65,0 222.23 0 00 222,23 5,6255 0,5933 ,0809 .4550
70,0 219,92 0 00 219,92 5.1215 0.5794 ,0926 ,4743
75,0 217,62 0 00 217,62 4.6794 0.5697 ,1047 , 4899
80,0 215,35 0 00 215,35 4.2875 8,5636 .1172 .5025
85,0 213,09 0 00 213,09 3.9366 0,5606 .1301 ,5123
90,0 210,86 0 00 210,86 3.6195 0,5608 .1436 ,5198
95.0 208,66 0 00 208,66 3,3304 0,5639 .1576 .5250
100,0 206,50 0 00 206,50 3.0644 0,5701 ,1723 .5281
105,0 204,37 0 00 204,37 2.8175 0,5797 .1878 .5292
li0.0 202,27 0 00 202*27 2.5860 0,5928 ,2043 ,5283il5,0 200,22 0 00 200,22 2.3665 0,6103 .2219 .5251
120.0 198,21 0 00 198,21 2,1557 0,6330 ,2410 ,5196
125,0 196,25 0 00 196,25 1.9493 0,6627 ,2622 .5111
130,0 194,34 - 0,00 194,34 1.7416 0,7025 .2863 .4986
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND enthalpy calculation using
THE S 0 A V E - R E Q L I C H » K W Q N G  equation cf state 101
T-1873 i n p u t  O a t *
C R I T I C A L  p r o p e r t i e s
* «*> —





1 9 0 , 5 4 0





M I X T U R E  i CM4 s ,9000 H2S * .1000 
I N T E R A C T I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T  AK12* ,0300 
INITIAL G U ESS Xls ,0050 Yl» ,0850 
T E M P E R A T U R E *  310.78 K P R E S S U R E  FROM 30,00 ATM TO 106.00 ATM
0UT-PUT 





mixture: Kl K 2 XI Y1
30 0 239,50 0 00 239,50 5.8980 0 ,923? ,0085 ,0842:
35 0 237,26 0 00 237,26 8.3739 0,8308 .0224 .1879
40 0 235,01 0 00 235,01 7,2163 0,7628 .0368 .2653
45 0 232.76 0 00 232,76 6.3058 0,7119 ,0515 ,3248
50 0 230,50 0 00 230,50 5.5694 0,6732 ,0667 ,371?
55 0 228,25 0 00 228.25 4.96 04 0,6439 *0825 ,4092
60 0 225,99 0 00 225,99 4,4470 0 ,6219 .0988 ,4395
65 0 223,73 0 00 223,73 4.0071 0,6060 ,1159 .464270 0 221,48 0 00 221,48 3,6244 0,5951 ,1337 ,4844
75 0 219,24 0 00 219,24 3.2869 0,5889 ,1524 ,5008
80 0 217,01 0 00 2l7,01 2,9.853 0.5871 ,1722 ,5140
85 0 214,80 0 00 214,80 2.7120 0,5895 *1934 ,5245
90 0 212,60 0 00 212,60 2.4603 0,5967 ,2164 .5325
95 0 210,43 0 00 210,43 2.2232 0,6093 ,2421 ,5382
100 0 208,28 0 00 208,28 1.9909 0,629? ,2721 .5416
105 0 206,16 0 00 206,16 1.7346 0,6657 ,3127 ,5425
PHASE EQUILIBRIA a n d  ENTHALPY c a l c u l a t i o n  u s i n g


















MIXTURE I CH4 s ,9000 H2S * .1000 
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? ,0500 
INITIAL GUESS XI* .0050 Yl* .0850 
TEMPERATURE* 310.78 K PRESSURE FROM 30,00 ATM TO 121,00 ATM
OUT-PUT
e n t h a l p y mi xt ur e K— VALUE MOLE FRAC'.
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE K1 K2 XI Yl
ATM«► 5* «. as *• » “
BTU/L8 «■» m mm m — f* mt — ' *» mm mm «*
30.0 240,04 0,00 040,04 11,9194 0,9359 ,0058 ,0696
35.0 237.85 0,00 237,85 10.1036 0 ,8406 .0172 .1739
40.0 235,64 0,00 235,64 8.7212 0,7704 ,0289 .2519
45.0 233,43 0,00 233,43 7.6220 0.7173 ,8409 .3120
50.0 231*21 0,00 231.21 6.7504 0,6766 ,0532 .3594
55.0 228,99 0.00 228,99 6.0212 0.6452 ,0660 .3974
60.0 226,76 0.00 226.76 5.4066 0,6212 ,0792 ,4280
65,0 224,53 0,00 224.53 4.8803 0,6031 ,0928 .4529
70,0 222,30 0,00 222,30 4,4233 0,5900 ,1070 , 473i
75.0
80.0
220,07 0.00 220.07 4,0216 0,5813 ,1217 ,4895
217,86 0.00 217,86 3.6643 0,5766 ,1371 ,5025
85.0 215,66 0.00 2l5,66 3.3432 0,5757 ,1533 ,5125
90.0 213,47 0,00 213,47 3.0314 0,5787 ,.1704 ,5199
95,0 211.30 0.00 211,30 2.7834 0,5858 *1885 ,5246
100,0 209,16 0,00 209,16 2.5344 0,5973 ,2079 *5268
105.0 207,04 0.00 207,04 2.2996 0,6143 ,2289 ,5263
110.0 204,96 0,00 204,96 2.0748 0,6379 ,2520 ,5228115,0 202,92 0,00 202.92 1.8540 0,6711 ,2780 ,5155
120.0 200,91 0,00 200,91 1,6284 0,7193 r3088 .5028
T-1873 103
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OP STATE
INPUT DATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
CH4 (1) 45.520 190.540 99.490 otoo♦
H2S i2) 89.020 373.390 94.960 .1050









atm X(1) K D X(1) K D
35.0 .0171 .1869 ** **
40.0 .0277 .1635 ** **
45.0 .0383 .3226 ** **
50.0 .0489 .3690 ** *■*
55.0 .0597 .4065 ** **
60.0 .0706 .4366 *# **
70.0 .0924 .4810 ** **
80.0 .1149 .5102 ** **
90.0 .1376 .5281 ** **
100.0 *1612 .5372 ** **
110.0 .1854 .5390 ** **
120.0 .2107 .5343 ** **
130.0 .2474 .5243 ** **
** Not available in literature
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE PENG AND R O B I N S O N .EQUATION OF STATE 104
T-1873
input data
c r it ic al pr op er tie s









MIXTURE S N2 = .5000 CM4 * .5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT aK12s .0400 
INITIAL GUESS Xl= .0200 Yl. .2300 





ENTHALPY mi xt ur e • » mVALUE HOLE FRAC.
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID mixt ur e Kl K2 XI Y1
ATM BTU/L8 -
5.0 74.88 0,00 74,88 9 »X323 0,7566 ,0291 ,2654
7.0 72.89 0,00 72.89 6.3603 0,5704 ,0742 ,4719
9.0 67.20 *74.79 45,97 4.8113 0,4698 ,1221 .5876
11.0 62,60 *67.59 27.13 3.8215 0,4089 ,1732 ,661913.0 -*59,09 *60.45 14,26 ■3.1346 0,3704 ,2278 * 714 0
15.0 56,15 *53,37 3.72 2,6208 0,3463 ,2861 .7528
17.0 53.51 •46,35 *6.19 2V24 72 8,3328 ,3485 .7832
19,0 51.04 *•39.42 *16.55 .1,9479 0,3280 ,4148 . 8081
21.0 48,62 *32.93 *28,33 1,7112 0,3315 ,4845 .8291
23.0 0.00 •31»25 -31.25 1.5237 0,3432 ,5564 .8477
25.0 0,00 ■*3l, 34 *31.34 1.37 60 0,3641 ,6284 .8647
27.0 0.00 *31.42 "31.42 1,2610 8,3955 ,6984 .8807
29,0 0,00 *31*49 '31.49 • 1.1728 0,4397 ,7643 . 8964
31.0 0.00 •31.56 '31.56 1,12 61 0,5016 ,8246 .9120
PHASE EQUILIBRIA aNO ENTHALPY CALCULATION u s i n g















MIXTURE ! N2 b .5000 CH* * .5000 
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT aK12= .0400 
INITIAL GUESS Xls .0200 Yl8 '.2300 





e n th al py mixt ur e K— VALUE mole f r a c .
PRESS. VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE Kl K2 XI Y1
ATM 8TU./L8
— — —
5 , 0 74,96 0,00 74,96 7^2762 0,7495 ,0384 .2793
7 , 0 73.00 0,00 73,00 5.1085 0.5655 ,0956 • 4886
9,0 66,64 f72.?8 40.04 3.9034 0,4666 .1552 .6058
11.0 62,13 »64,14 20,43 3.1385 0,4073 ,2170 .6811-
13,0 58,72 *55,93 6,56 2.6123 0,3701 ,2809 .7339
15,0 55,87 *48,14. -5.21 2,2204 0,2471 ,3467 ,7733
17,0 53,34 *40,78 -16.55 1.9431 0.3343 ,4138 .9040
19.0 50,97 *33,55 -29.55" .1.7214 0,3298 .4816 .8290 -
21.0 0.00 *32,12 ”32.12 1.5476 0,3327 .5493 .9500
23.0 0,00 *32«22 -32.22 1.4100 0,3429 ,6158 .8683
25,0 0,00 *32,31 -32.31 1.3004 0,3610 ,6802 ,8845
27.0 0,00 *32,^9 ”32,39 1.2131 2,3887 .7415 .8995
29,0 0.00 -32,47 -32,47 1.1437 0,4293 ,7989 .9137
31,0 0,00 *32,55 -32.55 1.0887 0,4901 .8518 .9273
33.0 0,00 *32*62 -32.62 1.0446 0.5963 .9005 .9407
PHASE EQUILIBRIA and ENTHALPY CALCULATION using
106




COMPONENT _ PC TC VC W
N2 (1) 33,610 136,330 90.050 ,0400
CH4 (2) 45,520 190,540 99,490 ,0130
MIXTURE ! N2 = .5000 CH4 * .5000
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK13* ,0300
INITIAL GUESS Xls .0200 Yin .2300
TEMPERATURE* 130,00 K PRESSURE FrQm 5,00 ATM To 26,00 ATM
OUT-PUT
ENTHALPY MIXTURE ' M —  VALUE MOLE FRACV
PRESS» VAPOR LIQUID MIXTURE Kl *2 XI Yl
ATM BTU/LB *
5,0 74,60 0,00 74,60 9.1652 0,5843 .0483 .4439
6.0 71,98 -112.74 61,24 7r5350 0,5004 ,0710 .5352
7.0 68,26 -107,67 41,00 6,3536 0,4411 ,0945 .6006
8,0 65,45 -102,61 27,85 5,4654 0,3974 ,1189 .64989,0 63,19 -97.55 18.33 4.7732 0,3643 ,1442 .6883
10,0 61,29 -92.49 10.87 4,2162 0,3366 ,1705 .7191
11,0 59,64 -87.44 4.65 3,7632 0,3184 ,1979 ,7446
12.0 58,15 •82,08 -0,81 3.3635 0,3026 .2264 .7659
13.0 56,79 -77»33 -5,81 3.0616 0,2902 ,2561 ,7841
14.0 55,52 *72*28 *10.57 2.7860 0,2807 ,2871 .7999
15.0 54,31 -67,23 *15,27 2.5471 0,2737 ,3195 .8137
16,0 53,15 -62 * 20 *20,04 2.3387 0,2690 ,3532 ,8268
17.0 52,01 -57.19 *25,04 2.1556 0,2663 ,3883 ,8371
18.0 50,89 -52.21 *30,40 1.9943 0,2656 ,4248 .8472
19.0 49,78 -47,30 *36,28 1.8518 0,2670 .4625 .8565
20,0 0,00 -42♦63 *42,63 1.7259 0,2704 ,5013 .8652
21.0 0,00 -42 ,66 *42.66 1.6147 0,2759 ,5409 .8733
22,0 0,00 -42,69 *42.69 1,5170 0,2836 ,5808 .8811
23.0 0,00 -42* 72 *42,72 1.4313 0,2938 ,6208 ,8886
24,0 0,00 -42.75 *42,75 1.3567 0,3064 1 6604 .8959
25,0 0,00 -42.78 *42,78 1.2920 0,3218 ,6990 .9032
T-1873
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING




COMPONENT PC TC VC W
h 2 d ) 33 .610 126 .330 90.050 .0400
CH.4 (2) 45 .520 190 .540 99.490 .0130








atm X(1) *(1) x(1) Y(1)
6.0 .0566 .3857 .0478 .3678
7*5 .0944 .5078 .0816 .4909
10.0 .1602 .6312 .1423 .6152
14.0 .2739 .7389 .2519 .7239
20.0 .4644 .8242 .4448 .8105
25.0 .6337 .8696 .6178 .8573
30.0 - .7911 .9071 .7760 .8962
PHASE EQUILIBRIA aNO ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
THE PENG ANO ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE 108
T-1873 input data
c r it ic al pr op er tie s









MIXTURE i N2 * .5000 CM4 = .5000 
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12? .0400 
INITIAL GUESS XI* .0160 Yl» .0400 





ENTHALPY MIXTURE K--VALUE ■MOLE FRaC.
PRESS, VAPOR LIQUID mixture Kl K2 XI Yl
ATM . b t u/lb
32.0 87,95 0,00 87,95 2.4818 0,9755 ,0162 ,0403
33,0 87,19 0 00 87.19 2,3883 0,9633 ,0258 .0615
34-, 0 86,42 0 00 86,42 2,2993 0,9523 ,0354 .0814
35.0 85,65 0 00 85.65 2.2142 0,9426 ,0451 .1000
36.0 84,86 84.06 0
00 84,86 .2,1328 0,9340 ,0550 .1174
37.0 0 00 84.06 2.0545 0,9266 ,0650 .1336
38.0 83,25 0 00 83.25 1.9792 0,9204 ,0752 ,1489
39.0 82.43 0 00 82,43• 1.9063 0,9152 ,0856 , 1631
40.0 81,60 0 00 81.60 1.8356 0,9112 .0961 .1764
41.0 80,76 0 00 80.76 1.7668 0,9083 .1068 • 1887
42.0 79,90 0 00 79,90 1,6993 0,9066 ,1173 .2002
43.0 79,03 0 00 79.03 1.6329 0,9062 .1290 ,2107
44.0 78,15 0 00 78.15 1.5669 0,9072 .1406 ,2203
45.0 77,26 0 00 77,26 1.5008 0,9098 ,1526 .2290
46,0 76,35 0 00 76.35 1.4337 0,9143 ,1651 .2367
47.0 75,44 0 00 75,44 1.36 40 0,9211 .1782 .2431
48,0 74.50 0 00 74.50 1,2893 0,9311 ,1923 .2479
PHASE EQUILIBRIA a NO ENTHaLPY CALCULATION USING
THE SOAVe-REOLicH-KWONG EQUATION CF STATE 109
T-1873 input data 
c r it ic al pr op er tie s
mm wp mm *9 •• «■» •• tS* **’









MIXTURE 1 N2 S ,5000 CH4 = .5000 
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12S .0430 
INITIAL GUESS XI* ,0160 Yls .0400 





ENTHALPY MIXTURE ;« -»V ALUE MOLE f r a c,'
PRESS. VAPQR LIQUID MIXTURE Kl K2 XI Y1
ATM btu/lb
mm mm  ̂ 9̂ mm....... mm m, <9 ~ m. m*
32.0 88,68 0,00 88,68 '2^2750 2.9771 ,2176 .0401
32.5 88.31 0 ,00 88.31 2.2321 0,9707 .0232 .0518
33.0 87,94 0.00 87,94 2,1904 0,9646 ,2288 .0632
33,5 87,57 0.00 87.57 2.1495 2,9589 ,2345 .0742
34,0 87.19 0.00 87.19 2.1295 0,9535 ,2402 ,0848
34,5 86,8.1 0,00
0.00
86.81 2.2703 0,9485 ,2459 ,0951
35.0 86.43 86.43 2.0318 0,9437 .0517 .105135.5 86,04 0.00 86,04 1,9942 0,9393 ,0576 ,1148
36,0 85,66 0.00 85,66 1,9572 0,9351 ,8635 .1242
36.5 85,27 0,00 85.27 1.9208 0.9313 .2694 ,1333






38.0 84,08 84.08 1.8147 .0877 .1591
38.5 83,68 3.00 83,68 1.7801 0,9192 ,0939 ,1671
39.0 83,27 0.00 83,27 1.7457 2.9169 ,1002 ,1750
39,5 82.86 0.00 82.86 1,7115 0,9150 ,1067 • 1826
40,0 82,45 0.00 82,45 1.6773 0,9135 .1132 .1899
40,5 82,04 0.00 82,04 1.6429 0,9124 .1199 .1971
41.0 81.62 0,00 81.62 1.6280 0.9117 ,1268 ,2040
41,5 81.20 0.00 81,20 1.5723 2,9115 ,1339 .2106
42,0 80,77 0.00 80.77 1.5352 2,9119 ,1414 .2170
42,5 80,34 0,00 80.34 1.4953 0,91.31 ,1492 .2231
PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHaLPY CALCULATION USING
the REQIICH KWONG equation of state 110
T-1873
INPUT OaTa
W  «|£ &  99 «• ^
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
**» —









9 0 i 050  
9 9 . 4 9 0
MIXTURE I N2 - »5000 CH4 = ,5000 
INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12= ,0300 
INITIAL QUESS Xl« ,0160 Yis .0400 
TEMPERATURES. 177,59 K PRESSURE FROM 32.00 ATM TO
0400
0 13 0
4 9 , ATM
OUT*FUTi* ~ a».
ENTHALPY mi xt ur e REVALUE ROLE FRAC.




"9 ̂  ̂̂ JHT 1*
0.00
 ̂• m <rn •• <—
87,73 2.4111 0,9303 .0471 .1135
33.0 86,93 0.00 86.93 2,3222 0,5189 .0578 .1343
34.0 86,11 0.00 86,11 2.2378 0,9087 ,0687 .1537
35.0 85,28 0,00 85,28 2.1573 0,8998 ,0797 .1719
36.0 84,44 0.00 84,44 2,0804 0,8921 .0908 .1890
37,0 83,57 0.00 83.57 2.0068 0,8855 ,1021 .2049
38,0 82.69 0.00 82,69 1.9262 0,8301 ,1136 .2199
39.0 81,80 0,00 81,80 1.8680 0,8757 ,1252 ,2339
40,0 80,88 0.00 80,88 1.8022 8,8726 ,1371 .2470
41.0 79,94 0,00 79.94 1.7384 0 ,8706 ,1491 .2592
42,0 78,98 0.00 78.98 1.6762 0,8693 ,1614 .2706
43.0 78.01 0.00 78,01 1.6152 0,8704 .1740 .2811
44«0 77,00 0,00 77,0.0 1.5552 0,8723 ,1869 .2907
45.0 75,98 0,00 75,98 1.4956 0,8759 .2003 .2995
46.0 74,93 0.00 74,93 1.4357 0,8813 .2141 ,3073
47,0 73,86 0.00 73,86 1.37 43 0,8890 .2285 .3141
48.0 72.76 0,00 72.76 1.3113 0,8997 .2438 .3196
T-1873 111
PHASE EQUILIBRIA CALCULATION USING
THE BWRS EQUATION OF STATE
INPUT DATA 
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
COMPONENT PC TC VC W
N2 (1) 33.610 126.330 90.050 .0400
CH^ (2) 45.520 190.540 99.490 .0130





a+Tn * x(1) 1(1) X(1) Y(1)
34.0 .0382 .0955 .0377 .09 23
36.0 .0564 .1313 .0565 .1287
38.0 .0749 .1625 .0758 • 1606
40.0 .0938 .1895 .0955 .1885
42.0 .1132 .2127 .11 58 .2126
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APPENDIX III 
COMPUTER LISTINGS
3 C PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND 'ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
3 C THE PENG AND- ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE
S ’ C BY A3RAHAH J, SUNIAGA GO ITE
3 C. CHEMICAL AMO PETROLEUM r e fi ni ng e n g i n e e r i n g DEPT




3 C MAIN PROGRAM
3 C







3 R - 82.0962
3 UMAX = 200
5 3 NR ITE(4 * 55)
J READ < 4 » 51) N I N
3 K  = 0
5 1=1+1
3 READ<NIN#400) PCI * TCI#VCl,CMW1,Wl,*11,COMPA
3 READ(NIN,410) PC2#TC2#VC2#CMW2,W2#COMPB
! REAO < NIN # 420) A00,A01#A02»A33*A04* A05
} REAQ<NIN»430> 800 * 801#802•B03•B04•B05
) WRITE<4#50)
3 READ ( 4 # 51 > L»





READ ( 4 . 8 ) AK12 , P» XI. Y1 .’EPS . DP . PM 
WRITE(4,27)




14 FORMAT( ’ BKe '$)
ITER s 0 
TYPE 100 
ACCEPT 81 T 
W RI T E ( 8 > 9 )





WRITE(8> 260> C0MPB .PC2. TC2.VC2.W2 
212=1.-211
WRITE(8.300) C0MPA.Hll.C0MPB.2l2










i ALl * l.+C,37464*1.54226*Wl-.26992*Wi»Wl)»(l.~
9 lSORT(TRl))
3 A 1.2 * !.*( .37464+1.54226»W2-.26992»W2*W2)»
i  ki.'Sort(Tr?)>
A1 3 .45724*(R*TC1*AL1>**2/PC1 
A2 3 ,45724* <r*TC2*AI.2>*«2/PC2 
A12 s (i,-AKi2)*SQRT(Al*A2)
B1 * ,0778»R*TC1/PC1 
82 * .0778*R*TC2/PC2
812 3 ((Bl**(i,/3.)+B2**<l./3.))/2.)**3 









irciVAP.EO.0 S GO.TO 65 
IF( IVa-P.EQ.1) GO TO 66 
3 20 Y2 s'I.-Yl
X2 s i.-Xl
J A * Yi*Y1*A1+2.*Y1*Y2*A12*Y2*Y2*a2
) B 3 Yi*Yl«8l*2.*Yl*Y2*B12+Y2»Y2*B2
! lFa.EQ.0S B « Yl*.8l + Y2*B2
3 Cl 3 a*P/(R*r *T*T)
1 C2 3 b *P/<r»T)
5 ID 8 *i
CAUL VCUB(A,g,p,R,T,V,Z,ID)
B81 s 2,<»(Yl«Bl+Y2*812>-'Q 
B82 s 2.*(Yi»b 12+Y2*32)-B 
IF<U.EQ,0) 8Bl*Bl 
IF(|..e q ,0) BR2 3 82
















AA1 s A1 
AA12 a A12
A s Xl*Xl»AAl*2.»Xl*X2*AA12*X2*X2*A2 
8 s Xi*Xl*Bl*2,*Xl*X2*B12*X2«X2«B2 
IF(L.EQ.0) BsXi*Bl*X2»B2 
Cl s A*p/(R*p*T*T)
C2 s b*P/<r *T)
CALL VCUB(A,8,P.R,T,V,Z,ID)
BB1 3 2,*<X1*B1+X2*B12)-B
B32 * 2. * (Xi*b i2+X2»82)-B 
lF<L.EO.0> BB13B1 
IF<L.EQ.B) BB2 s B2
PlLsEXP«BBl*(2-l.>/8-AL0G<H-C2)-Cl/<2.**i.3»C2>«






















IF(ITER.GT.ITMAX)G0 TO 40 
ITER a ITEr*1 







IF<VF .LE. .0) GO TO 65 

















1AL2« T» 21# 22 iOAF >




GO TO 67 
66 HL=3,
ID = -1 














ITER a 0 
P a P*QP
IF(P-.PM.LT,0) GO TO 20 
IF(X,£0,NT> GO TO 4 
GO TO 1 
40 TYPE 54
GO TO 30 
4 IF(t,£0,NOP)GO TO 2
GO TO 3 
2 STOP
6 FORHATC MUMPER OF OATA FILE = '$>





7 FORMAT(1 AKl2 ,p,Xi,Yl,EPS*DP*PM=t$>
8 F0RMAT!7F)
303 FORMAT<37X»' MIXTURE i ',A4,' ='.F6,4,2X.AS,*s>,F«.4./)
313 FORMAT<37X»' INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12=',F6.4,/)
323 F0RMATI37X,' INITIAL GUESS Xl=',F6«4*2X,•Yl=',F6,4./>
333 F0RMAT(23Xi ' TEMPERATURE*’*F8.2,' K'.t PRESSURE FFCM'i
1F8.2,» ATM TO'*F8.2*' ATM'*//)
340 FORMAT!50Xi' OUT-PUT'./,48X, 13! • d * / >
353 FORMAT!42X»' ENTHALPY MIXTURE’,8X*'K*-VALUE',5X>'MCLE
1 FRAC.'*/)




13 FORMAT(34X*' THE PENG AND ROBINSON EQUATION OF STATE',
i/*33x.5i<'-')>
11 FORMAT(/•/<49x * ' INPUT DATA'./,48X. 14< '»’)*/)






50 FORMAT! 'LINEAR 8<3> OR QUADRATIC!!) '*>.
51 F0RHAT(I2)
5 FORMAT!' HOW MANY TEMP ?'J)
52 FORMAT! '8 IS LINEAR*>
53 FORMAT! 'B IS QUADRATIC)
54 FORMAT! 'CALCULATIONS DIO NOT CONVERGE')
I 55 FORHATC OATa FILE #'S)
) 10a FORMAT( 'TEMP.s '$!
) 37a FORHAT(30XC ATM'. 15X, 'BTU/LB',/,30X»61C-' > >
i END
) SUBROUTINE VcUB<A.B.P#R»T.V,Z,IO).
3 D 3 B.R*T/P
jr £ 3 -(3.»a«B*2.*R*T*B/P-A/P)
I F 3 8*B*B+(R»T*B«B-A*B)/P
G 3 (3.*E •’0*6)73.
H 3 '<9,*0*E-27,*F-2.*0*0*D>/27. 
lF(G»*3727«+H»M/4..LE.0) GO TO 10 
S 3 "H/2.*So r T(G**3/27,+H*H/4,>
TT 3 -H/2.»S0RT<G**3/27.*H»H/4,)
1F<S)5>6.6
5 S 3 "(<-S)**<1.73.>>
GO TO 7
6 S 3 <S)**U./3.>
7 IF<TT>8»9,9
8 TT 3 •»(-TT)*#ti./3.)
3 GO TO 15
3 9 TT 3 (TT)**(i./3.)
3 15 V 3 S+TT-0/3V
3 GO TO 40
3 10 THETA s  UC0S<-.5*H/5QRT(»C**3727.?)I/3.
3 VI 3 2.*SQRT(»G/3.)*CQS(THETA)
3 V2 3 2.*SQRT(-G/3.)*COS(THETA+2.0944)
3 V3 3 2,»SQRT(-G/3.)*C0S(THETA+4.1888)
3 IF<ID)20i30.30
3 20 V 3 AMAXl<Vi;v2»V3)-0/3,
3 GO TO 40
30 30 V * AMIN1(V1,'V2,V3>-D/3.



















10 r e tu rn
.0 END
10 C PHASE; EQUILIBRIA ano ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
20 c THE SOAVE-REOLICH-KWQNG EQUATION OP STATE
30 c BY A8RAHAM JV SUNIAGA GOITE
40 c CHEMICAL AND PETROLEUM REPINING ENGINEERING DEPT
50 c COLORADO SCHOOL OP MINES
50 c
70 c






(0 R * 82*0562
50 1TMAX r 200
>0 3 WRITE(4»$5)
'0 READ(4,51) N!N
10 K = 0







0 WRITE(4 # 5)










































14 PORMAT<' BKs tj>





















AL1= 1. ♦ (.480 * 1.574*W1-.176»W1*W1)*(1.-
00 1SGRT(TR1)>
10 AL2 • « 1. ♦ (.480 ♦ 1.574*W2-,176*W2*W2)*(l,-
20 1S0RT(TR2)>















50 IF(IVAP.EO,0) GO TO 65
>0 IF(IVa P.EQiI! GO TO 66
!0. 20 Y2 -  i.-Yl
10 X2 * i.-Xl
!0 A*Y1»y i*A1+2V*Y1#Y2«A12+Y2*Y2*A2
!0 B = Yi*Y1*B1*2,*Y1*Y2*B12+Y2*Y2*B2
10 IF(U.EO.0) B * Y1*B1*Y2*B2
>0 Cl * A*P/(P*R*T*T>
>0 C2 • B«p/(R*TJ
’0 ID * -1
10 CALL VCUB<A,b ,P,R,T,V,2,I0>
»0 BB1 * 2,*<Yl*Bl*Y2»B12>-B
J00 BB2 * 2,*(Yl*Bl2 + Y2*B2>-B
10 IF<L«EQ.0> BRlsBl














50 AA1 * A1
70 AA12*A12
30 AsX1*X1*AA1*?.»Xi*X2»AA12*X2*X2*a2
70 B * Xi*Xl*Bl.2,»Xl*X2*Bl2*X2*X2j»Ba
30 IF(L.EG.0) BeXl*81*X2*B2I
10 Cl * A*P/'(R*R*T*T)
f!0 C2. * B»P/(R*t>
I
30 CALL VCUB(A,b ,P»RfT,V,2,10)
10 BB1 * 2,*<Xl*Bl*X2*B12)-B
>0 BS2 * 2.«(.X1*B12*X2*B2)-B
>0 IFIL.EO.0) BB1*B1
'0 IF(L.EQ.B) BB2 s 62
33 P1L=EXP<8B1*C2*1.)/B-ALOG<2-C2)-(C1/C2)*(2,*SGRT<





40 21 = X1
50 22=X2
50 X1C ? U.-P21/P2V)/(P1I./P1V-P2|./P2V>





50 IF(ABS<X1C-Xi).LT.EPS.AND.ABStYlC-YD.LT.EPS) GO TC
50 130
10 XI * (Xl*XlC)/2,
■y i  .  , u . Y « y , .
>0 ifcxi.gt.i,) xi*i.
’0 IF(Yl,GT.l.) Yl*l.
S0 IF<ITER.OT,!TMAX>G0 TO 40
10 ITER S 1 TER* 1







0 IFIVF.lE. ,0) GO TO 65






40 GO TO 67
30 65 HV=0,
50 ID*1



























40 47 write:(8,12> p ,h v ,h u h m *e:k i ,ek2,x i ,yi
50 ITER a 0
60 P s P*DP
70 IF(P-PM,IT*0> GO TO 20
30 IF(K.EQ.NT) SO TO 4
90 * GO TO 1
90 40 TYPE 54
L0 GO TO 30




50 240 FORMAT(37X# * COMPONENT*,5X,*PC* #7X# *TCf >7X,*VC* #?X,»W
>0 1 ,'/#36X»49{?**)|/)
50 258 FORMAT(38Xf A5# »<1> * »2X#F8t3»2X,F8.3,2X#F7.3»2X*F6#4>
>0 260 FORMAT(38X#A5»*(2> * »2X#FB.3i2X,F8.3,2X>F7.3>2X,F6.4
50 l*/>
.0 6 FORMAT(* NUMBER OF OATA FILE* tS>
>0 27 FORMAT(f IVAP« «S>
;0 7 FORMAT(* AKl2,P#Xl#YlfEPS#DP#PM«*$>
0 388 FORMAT (37X# 1 MIXTURE. * SA4,* st ,F6,4#2X» A$, * = ’ , n . 4 , / )
*0 310 FORMAT(37Xi 1 INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12*»*F6.4,/)
>0 320 F0RMAT(37Xf 1 INITIAL GUESS X'l*« #F6i4#2X# • *1* • »F6 «4 »/>
>0 330 FORMAT(23X> ? TEMPERATURES %F8»2#• Kftf PRESSURE FRCM **
10 1F8.2# * ATM TO* »F8«2i * ATMS//)
>0. 348 FORMAT(50X# * 0UT-PUT**/»48X,l3(,« f> • / )
00 350 FORMAT 42X,1 ENTHALPY MI XTURE '* 6X» ' K»-,VALUE’,5X»'MCLE
10 1 FRAC '«/>
20 9 FORMAT 1H1.3FX.' PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION
30 !'./>
40 360 FORMAT 30X,' PRESS,',2X, 'VAPORS3X» 'LIQUIDS3X, 'MIXTURES
50 13X, 'K . S  6X.'«2 S  5X,'XIS 4X»'Yl')
60 370 format 30X,' ATMS15X, 'BTU/LB' ,/,30X,61< '-'))
70 10 FORMAT 33X,' THE SOAVE-REOLICHsKWONG EQUATION OF STATES
50 1A30X 51C'-')>
90 11 format //,49x,' INPUT DATAS/,48X»M<'-'W>
30 230 FORMAT 44X,' CRITICAL PROPERTIES',/.41X,27('-'),/>
10 12 FORMAT 29X,F6.1,3F9,2.2F8.4,2F6.4)
10 50 FORMAT 'LINEAR B(0) or q u a d r a t i c<i > '*>
50 5 FORMAT ' HOW MANY TEMP ?'S>
10 51 FORMAT IS)
>0 52 FORMAT 'B IS LINEAR')
)0 53 FORMAT 'B IS QUADRATIC')
54 FORMAT 'CALCULATIONS DID NOT CONVERGE')
50 55 FORMAT ' DAT* FILE #' S)
>0 100 FORMAT 'TEMP.s '$>
50 400 FORMAT 6F.A5)
.0i 410 FORMAT 5F.A5)
>0 420 FORMAT 6F)
!0 430 FORMAT 6F)
10 ENO
>0 SUBROUTINE VcUB<A,6.P,R#T,V,Z,ID)
>0 D = -R»T/P
’0 E *A/P- b*b *r«t*b/p
10 F *-A«B/P
10 G = <3. *E-0*IS/3.
00 H = -(9.»D*E*27.*F-'2.*0*D»D>/27,
10 IF(G**3/27>+H*H/4..LE»0) GO TO 10
20 S * -H/2t+SQRT<G**3/27t*H*H/4.)
30 TT = -.H/2.»SeRTCG**3/27,*H«H/4,)
40 IF(S)5,6»6
50 5 S * -((-S)*«(i,/3.)>
60 GO TO 7
70 6 S * <S)**U./3«>
80 7 IF<TT)8.9,9
90 8 TT * ~ (’■TT) ** 11 •/3.)
00 GO TO 15
10 9 TT s {TT>»*(I,/3.)
2 0 15 V s S*TT-D/3'.'
3 0 GO TO 40
40 10 THETA = (AC0S(-.5*H/SQRT<-G**3/27.?>>/3.
50 VI * 2.*SQRT(-G/3.)«C0S(THETA)
60 V2 * 2,*SQRT<«-G/3. >*COS(THETA*2,0944f
70. V3 * 2,*SORT{»G/3.)*COS(THETA*4.1888)
IF(10)20>30>30
?0 20 V •« AMAXl(Vl,v2,V3>-0/3.
30 GO TO 40
L0 38 v = a m i n i (Vi ;v2,v3)-o/3.





'0 EKA1=, 460*1^574*W1-. 176*W1*W1
S0 EKA2*.480*1.574*W2-.176*W2*W2














PHASE EQUILIBRIA ANO ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING 
THE REDLICH-KWONG EQUATION OF S T a T E  
8Y A S R a H A M  J'.' SUNIAGA GOITE
CHEMICAL AND PETROLEUM REFINING ENGINEERING OEPT 






R = 02,0562 

























3 14 FORHAT< 1 8K3 * $ )
% ITER ? 0
0 TYPE i00






0 WRITE(8,250) CGMPA# PCI
»0 WRIT£(8*260) C0MPB#PC2
10' 212*1.-211
.0 WRIT£<8#300) COHPA# 211
!0 WRITE<8,310) AK12
\0 WRITE(8#320) XI# Y1


























IF(lVAP.EQ,0) GO TO 65 
I FUV a P.GQ.U GO TO 66 
23 Y2 * 1,-Yl
X2 * 1,*X1
A * Y1»Y1*A1*2,*Y1*Y2*A12*Y2»Y2*a2 
8 a Yi *Y1*B1*2,*Y1*Y2*B12*Y2*Y2*82 




BB2 a 2.»<Yi»Bl2*Y2»02)"B 
IF<L.EQ.0> 8B1*B1 













AA1 » A1 
AA12 a A12
A a Xi»Xl*AAl+2,*Xl*X2»AA12*X2«X2*A2 
B a Xi»Xl*Bl4.2,*Xl*X2*Bl2*X2*X2*B2 
IPIU.EQ.0) BaXl»Bl*X2*B2 
CALL VCU«<A,b .P.R»T,V.Z,ID)
B81 a 2,»(X1*B1*X2*B1.2)-B 
882 ? 2.*(Xl»B12*X2*B2)-B 
IF<L.EQ.0) BBlaBl 




















IF(ITER.GT*ITMAX1GO TO 40 
ITER s ITE**i 







lFtVF.LE. .0) GO TO 65










30 A = AF
j40 B»8P





00 GO TO 671
10 66 HLS2«
20 IDs-l
30 A*AF WLORABO 80401
40 BsBF
50 CALL VCUB<A,B,p,R,T.V»2»ID)




p0 67 WRITE(8#12) P,MV,HL.HM»EK1.EK2,Xl.Xl
13 12 F0RHAT(29XiF6.1»3F9.2,2F8.4,2F6.4)
20 ITER s 0
30 P 5 P*DP
10 IF(P-PM.LT,0) GO TO 20
>0 IF(X.EQ.NT) GO TO 4
> 0  GO TO 1
r0 40 TYPE 54
S0 GO TO 30
>3 4 IFII.EQ.NOF) GO TO 2
00 GO TO 3
10 2 STOP
& CSI _ 6 FORMAT(• NUMBER of data file * fs>
30 27 FORMAT(* IVAPc •$>
40 17 FORMAT(* GAMAi»GAMA2#GAMBl>GAMB2s ’ S>
50 400 FORMAT(6F,A5 J
60 410 FORMAT(5P» A5)
70 420 FORMAT (6D
50 430 * FORMAT < 6F)




50 300 FORMAT(37X>f MIXTURE I »,A4,’ *♦^6,4#2X#A5,•»1«F6.4,/>
$0 310 F0RMATC37X# * INTERACTION COEFFICIENT AK12*»#F6.4,/>
50 320 FORMAT(37X#1 INITIAL GUESS Xi*» ,>6»4t2X,*Yi*»,F6#4,/>
50 330 F0RHAT(23XH TfeMPERATURE?,,F8,2#, K , f* PRESSURE PRCMN
?0 1F8 t2 # * ATM TO’,F0.2,’ ATM’,//)
50 340 FORMAT(50X» * OUTPUT* ,/#48X,l3< > #/>
?0 7 FORMAT( » AKl2#P#XI>Yl»EPS>DP#PMa
30 350 FORMAT<42X#f ENTHALPY MIXTURE* # 8X# .f R*-VALUE * #5X# »MCLE‘
L0 1 FRAC.’t/>
>0 9 FORMAT(iHlf30X* * PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CaLCULATI
30 ! ’#/>
10 a FORMAT(7F)
>0 360 FORMAT<30X**' PRESS*’tfcX.’VAPOR*,3X1’LIQUID’>3X#’MIXTURE’
>0 l3X,’K1*#6X,»K2*,5X,*X1*,4X,’Yl*)
*0 370 FORMAT(30X# * ATM’,15X* ’8TU/L8\/,30Xf 61< *-’>>
) 0 10 .FORMAT<3SX#’ THE REDLICH KWONG EQUATION OF STATE»
>0 i#/#30x.5i< *;<> >
THETA = t ACOS("»5*H/SQRT(*G**3/27.)))/?• 
Vi * 2.*SQRT f-C/3.)*COS(THETa )









ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 804M
10 C PHASE EQUILIBRIA AND ENTHALPY CALCULATION USING
2 9 C THE 8*'RS EQUATION OF STATE WITH STARLING PARAMETERS
30 C AND HOPKE AND LIN PARAMETERS
40 f»w BY A8RAHAM JV SUNIAGA GOITE
50- c CHEMICAL ANO PETROLEUM REFINING ENGINEERING DEPT
60 c COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES
70 c
80 c MAIN PROGRAM
9 0 c
00 COMMON c o n v r .r ,n c ,v .n t y p e,n p a r m ,s c »d g ,d l ,h g ,hl
10 co mm on s g .s l ;h m ,s h ,s m i ,h m i ,t i ,p u t f ,p f ,h a d d .fs
20 COMMON HMF»SmF,HC,T,P,QC,MD,C0MP(6«15),Pc <15>




70 R * 10.7335
30 CONVR = 0.185057




50 DATA (B(l>J).J*1.11)A  44369,1,28438,,356306..54497?..528629.
10 1.484011, .8705233, .504087, .0307452, .0732328#.006450/
50 DATA <B(2,J).j«l,11V . 115449,-.920731,1.70871,-.270696, .349261,
58 1,754130,-,0444 4b.1.32245,.179433,,463492,-.022143/
70 V P ITE(4,123 >
58 READ(4,16) Mk


































IS2- 00 4 I = 1»NC
4 READ(NIN#202> CMW(I)#TG(I),ACF(I)#C0<I)»PC<I>, (C0HF<J/n# «̂l.#5)
DO 2 IsliNC 
TCd>?TCd> + 459*95 
2 C2(I)z P Q i |>/C CO C1>*R*TC<I))
READ<NIN*201) <01(1*J>»J»i#7>
REAP<K*|Nf20i> <Cl<2»J>*J«l*7>
IF(MK.EO.I) GO TO 341
DO 25 J s l#i0 
DO 25 1 * 1,NC
25 A(I,J> = 8<llJ)+B<2,J)*ACF<I)
00 27 I P 1 p NIC
27 A d  * 11) b .B(t, H  )+8 (2,11) *ACF d  > *EXP<~3 ♦ 8*ACF(1))
DO 28 I « 1 * NO
a <i,x > * a <i ;i >/c d u >
A (X, 2 > S A<I;2>*R*TCCI)/CDC'I)
A d , 3) a AC 1*3>«R^TCCI)**3/CD(1)
A d  , 4 ) =•A(I«4>/CD<I >**2 
A(I>5) « AU.'SJ/CDd)**?
A d  * 6) r A<i:6)«R*TCU->/C0<I)*#2 
A(I,7) 8 A d  ̂ 7 )/CD(I)**3 
A d  , 3) s AC I ;8>*R*TC( I >**3/CD( I ) « * 2
A d , 9) = A CI ,9)<M < * T C d * * * 4 / C D d )
A (1,10) s A d d 0 ) ^ R * T C C I ) ^ « 2 / C O (  I )**2
26 A(1,11)sA(1,11)*P*TC(I> **5/CD C1)































341  NC H ls|v|C«l
DO 83 1 ? 1 $ KC 
33 CK1J<I,I) s 0,





DO 81 I ? 1# NCH1 
I J  * 1*1
DO SI J :  IJ,NC 
61 CKIJ(J,n * CKIJCI#J>
93 CONTINUE
11 WRITE(4 # 5)




READ<4#8) DP;p m ,2(1>,2<2>,AK<1>,aK<2>
WRITE{4 # 7)
READ(4 >16) NTYPE 






T = TP 
PrPF













20 00 300 1=1.NC
30 300 SUNX«SUMX+X(i>





>0 C-0 TO 222
m  -221 P=EXP(XV >
LB 222 CONTINUE
20 GO TO 60
1
50 53 IF(NTYPE"4> 730.230,231
»0 236 XV=T





00 DO 12 I«1,NC
10 12
20 CALL SERCH<Xv>
30 SUMY = 0 1
40 DO 304 I *1. KiC
50 304 SUMYssuMY*Y(t)




00 236 T = XV


















Hi SL = 0.
00 SM*SC
10 CALL OUT














50 GO TO 59
70 55 FS = h'Ml
ba GO TO 75
90 56 FS=S"t I
20 GO TO 75
10 57 FS*SMI













50 IF(Pl-PMtlT,j?) GO TO 19 .
50 GO TO 11
70 5 FORHAtT ^ T l#PI#TF>PF#HADD* *$>
30 123 FORMAT(• STARLINGS) OR HOPKE AND tIN(l).»f$)
*0 201 FORMAT(9F >
20 200 F0RHAT(5F,5A3>
10 210 FORMAT(8F >
20 8 FORMAT(7F)
30 6 FORMATC* OPtPh#H(l)?H(2),AK(l),AK<2) s<$)
7 FORMAT(* NTYP£c *$>
>0 16 FORMAT(I)





10 su br o u t i n e Phase
>0 COMMON CQNVR;r ,NC>V,NTYP£#NPARM,SC*DG,01,HG*HL
common SG,SL;HH,SM#SrtI#HHI *TI,Ri;TF,PFiHADD.*FS
COMMON HMF#ShF iHC,T,P#0C,MD#C0MP(6i15)fPc(l5)
>0 COMMON C2< 15 >,CI<l5»7)#A(15#ll)rB<2# ID# AL (11)
10 COMMON CMN<l5),TC(15),CD(15>,ACF(l5)#XL<l5).FUL<i5>
'0 COMMON FUt5(l5>#FL»<15) »AK(15)»AKI (1?)#2C15),X<15)
50 COMMON Y*l5>;cKIJ<15i15),DP,PM
>0 lF(lvTYPE-8) U 2 f l
30 2 v=i.a
10 GO TO 60
20 1 CONTINUE
30 ITN*1
40 lTNH s 20
50 DO 5 J e l»Nn
50 FUtJ) = 1,0
70 FUL(J) = 1.0
4
S0 5 FUG(J)=1.0
90 HC = 0,
00 SC»«j,
10 SG*0,
20 HG « 0.
30 SL«0,
40 HU * 0.
45 GO TO 11
30 CALU KI
50 DO 10 1 * l.NC
70 10 aK<I)sAKJ CJ >
S0- 11 CALL FLASH
90 IFtV-1,0) 70i 80,80
00 80 HL * 0.
10 SL=0,
20 DL « 0,
30 GO TO 63
40 70 IFtV) 81,81.71
50 81 HGs'3.
60 SGs0.
70 DG = 0.
90 GO TO 62
90 71 continue:
00 HO s -1
10 DO 16 N IS 19 NC
20 16 XL<N> s X(N>
30 CALL BWRC
40 CALL OHFP
50 DL * DC
60 CALL FUGA
70 DO 20 I s 1 t NC
80 IFCXL(I)) 20«20|23
90 23. FUL(I) * FU<I)
00 23 CONTINUE
10 HD i 0
|20 DO 36 N * 1*NC.1




150 DG * DCI
^0 CALL FUGA
0 DO 40 I * J.,)-C
IF<XL< I)) 40i4S?,43
20 «3 FUGfI> * FU{J)
10 40 CONTINUE
20 DO 45 N • l,NC
50 45 AKIN) s (FUL(N>/X(N)>/<FUG(M)/YfN))
i Z DO 48 N «'l»i>'C
53 IF(ASS(FlfL(N)/FUG(N)-.l, )-0.00001) 48,48,49
>0 48 CONTINUE
GO TO 60 
53 49 ITN s ITN+1
90 I F ( I T N M - J T N )  &0
00 50 WRITE(8>52>
I p 52 f o r m a t c  f p h a s e
20 N R I T £ ( 8 , 5 3 >
3*0 . 53 FORMAT( / / * 1 0 X t •
40 1 , / / )
50 DO 55 I s 1 ,NC
60 55 W R I T £ ( 8 # 5 7 )  (CO
70
V
57 FORMAT ( 6X#5A'S» E
80. 60 c o n t i n u e
90' 62 MD 5 T*1
00 DO 66 N « 1# NC
10 66 XL(N> = V(N>
20 • CALI  BWRC
30 CALL OHFP
40 DL * DC
50 CALL ENTHA
60 HL * NC
70 CALL ENTRO
80 SL-SC
90 63 IF(V > 67 # 67,68
00 68 MD = 0
10 DO 69 N « ifNC
20 69 XL(^) * Y(N)
30 CALL BWRC
40 CALL DHFP










SUBROUTINE CALCULATE IDEAL K-VaLUE 
COMMON CONVR'.R.NC,V,NTYPE.NPARM,SC*DG.DL,HG.ML 
COMMON SG»Sl 1HM,SM»SMI»HMI»TI,PI,TF,PF*HaDO.FS 
COMMON HMF.SmF,HC.T,P,DC,MD.C0HP<6*15),Pc<l5>
COMMON CZ<15) ,CI <15,7). A<15»11) ,e(2»ll> .ALU!)
COMMON CMVI<15>,TC<15) ,CDU5),ACF<15> ,XL<15) ,FUL<l5> 
COMMON FUG<15>.FU<15),AK<15>,AKIU5>.2<15>,X<15> 
COMMON Y(l5),CKlJ <15.15),DP.PM 

























90 1 DO 2 I ~ l.NPARM
00 2 ALU) s A(I, I)
10 RETURN
20 3 00 4 k s 1,Np aRM
30 4 aLCK) r 0. ■
40 DO 9 I ~ liNc
50 AL(1> = AL(1)*XU(I)*A(I,1)
60 At(4) s AL(4)*XL(I>*S0RT(ACI.,4>)
70 AL<5) s AU(5)*Xlr(I)*A(1,5)**,333333
80 AU16) * AL(6)*XL<I)*A(I,6)»»,333333
90 AL(7> = AL<7)*XL(I>*A(1.7)»*.333333
30 AL<8) = AL<8)+XLU)*A(1,8)»*.333333
10 9 AL(10> = At<i0)*XL(I)*A(I,10)*#.333333
20 AL(4) = AU<4>«*2
30 AL(5) s At<5>*«3
4.0 AL<6> * AL<6)**3
50 AL<7) r AL(7)*»3
50 AL<8> = AL<8>**3
70 AL<10) * AU(i0>**3












00 , SUBROUTINE DHFP
10 DIMENSION FNI60)iDN(60)
20 COMMON CONVR.R.NC.V,NTYPE.NPARM.SC»DG,OL,HGfHl-






90 ITMAX r 60
00 ACFH e 0,
10 00 101 I 8 l.'NC
20 101 ACFH 8 ACFM*XL(I)*ACF(I>
50 NUG = MD
40 KK = 0
50 IT s i
50 11 * T
70 T2 * T»T
30 T3 s T2*T
90 T4 5 T3*T
00 4 co ntinue
10 3 IF(MLC) 5.6,6
20 6 DN(IT) s (i,0E>08.)*UT~l)*P/<R*Ti)
50 GO TO 12
40 5 IF<ACFM-0,24)10,10*11
50 11 DN(IT) s
60 GO TO 12
70 10 DN(IT) 5 2,0»(IT«1)*0»1
80 12 0 * ON(IT)
90 02 * 0*0
00 D3 = 02*0
10 IF(03 ♦ IT* 1V0E-205 03s 0.0
20 04 » D3*0
30 IF(04 %LT. 1V0E-20) 04=0,0
40 05 * 04*0
50 IF(05 ,LT. lV&E-20> 05=0,0
60 06 = 05*0
70 IF( 06 .ITt i.0E^20> 06=0,0
80 FN( !T)sD*Ti*R*(AL(1)*R*Ti «AL(2)-aL!|3)/T2*AL(9)/T3**'
90 lAL(.ll>/T4)*D2*(AL(5)*R*Tl-AL(6>«Ale(l0)/Tl)*D3 + AU(7)*
00 2(AU(6)*AI,(10)/T1)*D6+AL(8)*O3/T2*?1»*AL(4)
10 3*02)*EXP(-AL(«>*D2)-P
20 IT «• IT*1
30 IFd.T-3) 22,23.23
40 22 iF(KKll) 4#313
50 23 IF(IT-ITHAX) 19,16,16
50 19 FN12 = FN(lT-l)-FN(IT-2)
70 FMM= FN(IT-1)*FN<IT-2)
80 1F(ABS(FN12)1(1,0E*08>) 71,71,72
90 71 GO TO 90
00 72 IFCKK-2) 200.90*90
10 . 90 CALL CENTENO)
20 DC s DO
30 GO TO 50
40 203 IF(NLG) 205#206*206
50 206 IF(FN12> 208:209.209
60 208 NLG*-»i
70 KK * KK+1
80 IT = i
90 GO TO 3
00 239 IF(FNM) 210,2i2*212
10 213 IF<ABS(FN(IT*i) )«*0*5) 250*250*251
20 250 CONTINUE
30 0N( IT)s(0N<IT-2)«FN(IT-l)-DN<IT-l>*FN( n-2) V(FN‘U T
40 l-FN<iT-2>)
5 0 OC « ON(IT)
60 GO TO 50





00 GO TO 3
10 205 IF(FN12) 218:219.219
20 219 NLGs0
30 KK=KK+1
40 1 T = 1
50 GO TO 3
50 218 IFCFNM) 220#212*212
70 223 If<A8$(FN( IT«i)')«’0.5). 253.253*254
80 253 CONTINUE
90 PNC IT) = <DNtIT-2>*FNCJT-D-DN.C!T»I>*FNCIT-2)I/CFNCIT-
00 11 >-Fn < I T-.2) >
10 DC « DNCIT >
20 GO TO 50
30 254 NLG=0
40 KKSKK+1
50 IT = 1
60 GO TO 3
7 0 242 CONTINUE
80 DNI IT) = (ONC IT»2)»FNJ JT“1)“DN{ JT«1)?FN(Jli2) )/CF!N( IT*
90 112“FN( ITs2) j
00 OE|.TA#ABS<DNCIT^DN<If«l>>
10 , IF.(DELTA«0i000001) 15*15,12
20 16 C A U  DENTECDO)
30 DC=DD
40 CO TO 50
50 15 DC«DN(IT>
50 »0 CONTINUE




10 c o mm on s g ,s u ;h m ,s m ,s m i ,h m i ,t i ,p i ,t f »p f ,h a p o »t s
20 COMMON HMF♦S«F,HC*T*P«OC* MD<CQmP (6 * 15),PC(15)
30 COMMON C2C15),CM15,7),AC15.11),BC?.U)*AI<11)






































00 * 0.0 
























S'JBROUT I ME PpEV I t00, AKO)
COMMON CONVR.R,NC,V,NTYPE,NPARM,SC»DG,0L,HG.HL
COMHON SC,Sl ;hH.SM.SMI,HMI.TI,P!(TF,Pf ,HaDD»FS 
COMMON HMFiSkF»HC»T,P,DC,MD,CQMP(6*15),PCC15)
COMMON CZ(15),CI <15>7) »A(i5.11>,BC2» U ) »AL(ll)








l*DD*DD+(AL (5 >*R*T-AL(6)-AL(10)/T) *DT03* (AL(6) *A|_ (10 >





















20 BU(7> = (6.*AU(6>*7.*AU(10)/T)*DC**5/'5,
30 BL<8>=< <DC»*2)/T**2>*< (3.*(1,-EXP(oBUE> >/B|.E>-
40 1< <EXp(«-BLE))/2.)*BLE*EXP(-BLE)>
50 Bl<9> = 5,*DC/T*«3
60 BL(10)s-2,»DC*»2/T
70 BL <11)*-6,*0C/T*#4
80 00 H  r IiNp aRM
90 BLL(K>=aL(K)*BL(K)»CONVR
00 1 HC=HC«-8U<k >
10 HIDEA|_ = 0.
20 00 5 1=1,NC







00 COMMON c o n v r .r ,n c .v ,n t y p e,n p a r m,s c »o g ,di.,h g »hl
10 COMMON S6,Sl ;hM,SM.SMI,HMI.TI,PI,TF,PF,Ha DD,FS









10 DO 2 N*1#NC










20 6 IF(V) 7,7,8










30. v=v»f v a/fvad
40 IF(ITn -ITMAX) 13,16,16
50 13 continue
60 it n=itn»i
70 IF(V-l.) I 4 ,3 4 ,22













c o n t i n u e
GO TO 9 
WRITE<8,251 








s u m y »s u m y *y (ni 
c o n t i n u e
DO 190 N*1,NC 
X(N) s X(N»/SUMX 








FORMAT!' NO CONVERGENCE AFTER 100 TRIAL FLASH CALC.',/) 
GO TO 18
W R I T E (8,27)
Vs0.




m DO 80 I * 1 t NC
10 80 SUMYs SUHY+Y{i>
20 DO 81 I s 1 t NC
30 Y(n = Y(I>/SUHY
40 AK<1>*YU>/X<I>
50 r e t u r n
60 21 WRIT£(8»28>
70 V*l.




20 • DO 82 1*1,NC
30 82 SUMX*SUMX+X(I)
40 DO 83 I niNh
50 X(I)SX(I)/SUHX
60 83 AK<1)*Y(1)/X(1)
70 r e t u r n
8£ 22 VsV-FVA/rVAD-
90 v*v*(i.-v)/2V
00 GO TO 9
10 23 v*v »f v a/fv ad
20 V*V«0* 5
30 GO TO 9
40 25 F OR H A T ( / / )
50 27 F O R M A T ( / / >
60 28 F O R M A T ( / / >
70 END









DO 2 K=1»NG 
1F (XL(K) > 2.2.3 
. BLEeAL{4 > *DC»«2 
EBLE=EXP(-eUE)
FU11=0.
F U 1 2 *0 .
FU13=0.
F U 1 4 *0 ,
DO 4 1=1,NC
FU11=FU11+XU(I>*SQRT(A<K,2)*A(I,2)>«(1.0-CKIJ(K.1)) 





FU15*SQRT(A(k ,4)/AU(4 > >.
FU21*(aU(5)**2*A(K,5)>**.3333333 
FU22=(AL(6)**2«A(K.6)>**,3333333 







































SFU < K) = (A (K, i ) ♦ *L < 1 > > *DC*R«T*SFUi*SFU2+SFU3*SFU4.»SF05 
ARGsSfU(K)/(R*T)






COMHON CONVR,R,NC,V > NTYPE, NPARm ,SC* OG,Dl,HC•Ht 
COMMON SG,Si.,h M,SM,SMI,HMI.TI,P!,TF,PF,HaOO*FS 
COMMON HMF.Smf »HC.T .P,DC.MO,COMP < 6,15).Pc <15)
COMHON C?<15>,CI(15.7),A(15),B(2,ll> tAU‘ll)
COMMON CMW(1 5 ) i T C ( 1 5 ) »C 0 ( 1 5 ) . ACF( 1 5 ) > X U ( 1 5 ) »FUt( 1 5 )  
COMMON F U G ( 1 5 ) , F U < 1 5 > ,  A K ( 1 5 ) » A K I U 5 ) » Z < 1 5 > , X U 5 >  
COMMON Y( l 5 ) ,  C K I J (15#  1 5 )  ,DP,PM  




FN<IT > = YV 
IT®IT+i
IF <IT-3) 10,11,11 
XV*XV*i,0l
GO TO 5
XINC»-(XM< IT;i )-XN< IT-2) )/(FN( 1T-1)-FN( IT-2) )*<Ft;( It
90 1-1I-FS)
00 39 DXNsABSCXJMC)-0,5*ABS<XN(JT-l))
10 IF(DXn ) 37,37.38
20 38 XlNCs0,5*XjNC




70 19 IF(JT-ITM) 15,15,16
S0 15 XV=XN(IT)
90 GO TO 5
00 16 WRITE(6,20>
10 25 XV=XN<IT)




60 COMMON CONVR;r ,NC.V,NTYPE.NPaRM,SC»DG,OL,HG,HU
70 COMMON SG,SL.HM,SM,SMI,HMI,TI,PI,TF,PF,HaOO,FS






4 e I T N M S 30




90 GO TO 10
00 40 T = XV
1 0 CALL phase:
2 0 y v=sm
30 GO TO 10
40 2 T«XV
50 !F(NTYP£"2> 50»50#51
60 50 DO 60 I«1#NC





20 DO 61 1=1,NC
30 61 FUGU)=FU<I>
40 GO TO 52






10 DO 65 I «liNb
20 65 FUL(!)=FU <I)
30 52 CONTINUE
40 CALL KI
50 DO 4 I = l»Mc
60 A A K ( 1 ) s AK1(I>
70 GO TO .5
30 3 P=EXP1XV)
IFCNTYPE>3» 70,70,71 
00 80 I *liNc





DO 81 I*1,NC 
FUG(I)=FU(I)
GO TO 72 















00 13 1*1,NC 
X(I>ey(I>/AK(I) 
XL(I)eX(I)




10 DO 14 1*1,NC
20 14 FUL(I)= FU<I)
30 GO TO 15







10 00 17 1*1,NC
20 17 FUG( I)=FU(J )
30 15 CONTINUE
40 DO 18 1*1,NC
50 18 aM1)*(FUL(I>/X(1>)/(FUG(I)/Y(!))
60 DO 100 1*1,Nc
70 IF<ABS<AK<D J-1.0E-12) 101,100,100
80 101 AK( J)*l,0E'’12
90 10P CONTINUE
00 DO 23 1*1,NC
10 IF(ABS(FUL<I)/FUG<I)-1,>-0.001) 20,20,21
20 20 CONTINUE
30 GO TO 26
40 21 ITNs ITN+1
50 IF(ITn m-JTN) 23,24,24
60 23 WRITE(8,25)
70 25 FORMAT(///»'PHASE CALCULATION FAILEO TO CONVERGE'.///)
80 WR1TE<8,53>
90 53 FORMAT<//-,10X, 'COMPONENT' ,5X, 'FUG' »15X, 'FUU* .//>
m DO 55 1*1,NC
10 55 WRITE< 8,57> (CGMP< J,1>»J=1.5)»FUG(I>iFUL(I)
20 57 FORMAT<6X,5a3,5X,E14«6.5X,E14,6>
30 GO TO 26
40 24 IF(HTyPE-3> 11,11.12
50 26 SUM=0.
60 1F(NTy p e-3> 27.27.26
70 27 00 29 1*1,NC
S0 29 SUMsSUM*V(I)/AK(I)
90 GO TO 30
00 28 DO 31 1*1,NC
10 31 SUMsSUM+X(I)«aK(1)
20 30 YV*SUm«1,
50 GO TO 10
40 10 continue
50 re tu rn
60 END
70 s u b r o u t i n e out
B0
90
COMMON CONVR.R.NC, V, NTYPE.NP-ARM.SC»DG,OL,HG.HL 
COMMON SG.SL.hM.SM.SMI,HMI.TI.PI.TF.PF.HaDo .FS
00 COMMON HMF«SmF»HC,T,P,DC,MD,C0MP(6#15),Pc Ci5)
10 co mm on C2U5) ,CI (15,7). A(15,11),B<2#U)»A U 11 >
20 COMMON CMW<15)»TC(15)»C0(15>,ACF(l5),XU?l5)»FUL<151
30 COMMON FUG<15),FU(15),AK(15),AKI(l5),2<15>,X(15)
40 COMMON Y fl5),CKIJ(15,15),OP»PM
50 WRITE(8.20>
60 GO TO I1,2.3.4,5,6.7,8.9),NTYPE
70 1 t;RITE(8,2l>
B0 GO TO 10
90 2 WRITE(8.22)
00 GO TO 10
10 3 WRITE<8,23)
20 GO TO 10
30 * WRITE{8*24>
40 GO TO 10
50 5 WRITE(8,25)
60 GO TO 10
70 . 6 WRITE<8,26>
80 GO TO 10
90 7 WRITE(8,27)
00 GO TO 10
10 8 WRITE{8,28>







90 DO 35 1*1,NC
00 35 WRITE(8137) CCOMRU.l), J=l,5>, 2< I)»X(I>,T(I)» A* (1 >




5S DO 42 1=1,NC
60 ZMW*2m W+CMW{l)*H{I>
70 XMWsXm W+CM'4(1 )«X{ I)











90 20 rORHATdHl.•>*** FEU10 THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOR PRE
00 1O1CT0R USING HAN-STARLING GENERaLUEO CORRELATION
10 2****',//)
20 21 F0RMAT15X,'FLASH calculation**? and T SPECIFIE0*«V.L*X
30 1AN0 Y VARIABLES '»//)
40 22 F0RHAT(5X,'DEW POINT CALCULAT10N**P S>EClFlEO*»TVARIA
58 lBLE './/)
60 23 F0RHAT(5X,' DEW POINT CALCULAT10n**T SPECIFIED**? VA
70 IRUBlE '#//>
60 24 F0RMAT(5X' Bi'BBLX POLNT CALCULATION**? SpEc.lFlE&A*7 VA
90 1RIA8LE './/)
00 25 F0RHAT(5X,' BUBBLE POINT CALCULATlON**T SPECIFIED**? VA
10 IRIABlE '»//)
20 26 F0RMAT(5X# * ISENTHALPIC CALCULATI0N**H1*H2**T VARIA6LE
30 1 ',//)
40 27 F0RMAT<5X,* tSENTROPIC CALCULATlON**Sl*S2**T VARlAELE
50 1 ',//)
6P 26 F0RMAT(5X,' ISENTROPIC CALCULATI0N**Sl*S2**T VARlAELE
70 1 ',//)
80 29 FORMAT(5*» * HEAT EXCHANGER CALCUlA!JON**T VARIABLE'.//)
98 30 FORMAT(5X>' TEMPERATURES',F8.2#'DEG,F',5X»'PRESSURE*'
00 1.F8.2.'PSIA',//)
13 31 FORMAT(31X,'MOLE TRACT ION',/,2 5 X , 2 6 < >)
20; 32 FORMAT (25X* ' FEED'»4X, ' LIQUI0',4Xi' VAPoR'. 7X, ' K VA
30 1LUE './)
40 37 F0RMAT<6X,5As,3(3X.F7.4>,4X,El4,6>
50 40 FORMAT <//,5X,' VAPOR MOLE FRACTI ON* ' ,F8.5 0
60 44 FORMAT(5X*' FEED MW*»*F8.3.4X,'VAPOR MW*t,p8.3*4Xi 'LI
70 1QUID MW*'»Fa.3»/>
80 45 FORMAT(5X#' VAPOR DENSITY*',F8,4,'LB PER CU-FT'.4X,'LIQ
90 l'JID OENSI tY*'»F8.4 > ' • LB PER CU-FTI./)
00 47 FORMAT(5X»' MIXTURE ENTHALPY*',Fl5<4,• BTU/LBM')
10 48 FORMAT(5X,' VAPOR ENTHALPY*',Fl5,4*' .BTU/LBM')
20 49 FORMAT<5X,' LIQUID ENTHALPY*',F15.A,' BTU/LBM')
30 50 FORMAT(5X, ' MIXTURE ENTROPY*'»F15«4> * BTU/LBM'>
40 51 FORMAT(5X#' VAPOR' ENTROPY*'*F16.4»I BTU/lBM')





00 COMHON CONVR,R ,NC»V»NTYPE , NPARM,SC »OG,OL,HG * HL
10 c o m m o n s g ,s l ;h m .s m »s m i >h m i ,t i ,p i ,t f ,p f .h a d d »fs



































NOMENCLATURE POR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
T-1873 182
-Nomenclature for the three two constant, 
equations computer programs
Sub 1 m for the lighter component 
. . A . * van der Waals attraction coefficient, a
AC * 11 a” evaluated at the critical point
A1 * flafl for component 1
A12 a attraction coefficient between two different kind
of molecules
AK12 a binary interaction coefficient, correct ,faff and T c ^
A11 a numerical constant.in the Peng* and Robinson and
Soave-Redlich-Kwong equations for component 1
A00,A01,*.. A05 « polynomial parameters for ideal enthalpy 
B a van der Waals volume, correction, b
B1 a van der Waals volume correction for component 1
BB1 a B1 when L«0
BB2 a B2 when L=0
BK a volume interaction coefficient for quadratic models
B00,B01,.*» B05 * polynomial parameters for ideal enthalpy
01 = aP/R2T2
02 * aP/RT
CMV/1 a component 1 molecular weight
DAP a differential of "a11 with respect to temperature in
the Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong equations 
DP a pressure increment
EK1 a equilibrium ratio for component 1
£-1873
EPS * convergence criteria for x and y, (.00001)
GAMA1 « numerical constant in the Redlich-Kwong equation,
for component 1, Qa^
GAMB1 = numerical constant in the Redlich-Kwong equation,
for component 1, Qb«j 
HD = enthalpy departure
HIDE1 ■ ideal gas enthalpy for component 1
HIDE2 « ideal gas enthalpy for component 2
HIDEAL = ideal gas mixture enthalpy
HM = vapor-liquid mixture enthalpy
HV . = vapor mixture enthalpy
HI m liquid mixture enthalpy
ID » phase index (vapor*-1, liquid*l)
I * index for the number of isothermal calculations
ITMAX « number of iteration to achieve convergence
L as mixing rules index for b (linearsaO, quadratic^)
NDP as number of data files
P * system pressure
P1V a» vapor phase fugacity,. coefficient for component 1
P2V = vapor phase fugacity coefficient for component 2
P1L sa..liquid phase fugacity coefficient for component 1
}
P21 as liquid phase fugacity coefficient for component 2
PC = critical pressure
PC12 * interactive critical pressure
PM sa maximum pressure
PR as reduced pressure
R as universal gas constant
T-1873 184
£ * system temperature
TC • critical temperature
TC12 * interactive critical temperature
TR * reduced temperature
V * mixture volume
VC « critical volume
VC12 a* interactive critical volume
VP sa vapor mole fraction
W1 as acentric factor
X1 as estimated liquid composition for component 1
X1C s calculated liquid composition for component 1
Y1 » estimated vapor composition for component 1
Y1C * calculated vapor composition for component 1
Z « compressibility factor
ZC 8 critical compressibility factor
ZC12 8 interactive critical compressibility factor
Z11 8 feed composition for component 1
Z12 8 feed composition for component 2
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nomenclature for the BV/RS equation of state 
computer program '
2 5̂CONVR * conversion factor ,185057 Btu/in /lb-ft
R = universal gas constant
NC * number of components in mixture
V = vapor mole fraction produced from one mole
of feed mixture 
NTYPE a key for type of calculation desired (NTYPE a 1
for flash calculation 
NPARM a number of parameters in generalized equation
of state, 11 
NIN a data file executing'
SC a entropy calculated in entropy subroutine
DC a density of gas
DL a density of liquid
HG a enthalpy of gas
EL a enthalpy of liquid
SG a entropy of gas
SL a entropy of liquid
HM a enthalpy of overall mixture (may be single or
two phases)
• S?4 a entropy of overall mixture (may be single or
two phases)
TI a temperature, at initial or inlet, condition
PI * pressure al initial or inlet condition



















* pressure at final or outlet condition 
a head added between Inlet and outlet conditions 
in heat exchanger calculation (HADD a o, when 
NTYPE a 1)
a enthalpy of overall mixture at.final or outlet 
condition
a entropy of overall mixture at final or outlet 
cindition
a enthalpy calculated in enthalpy subroutine 
a system temperature 
a system pressure
a density calculated in density subroutine 
a key for phase (MDaO if gas, MDa-1 if liquid) 
a key for equation of state parameters (MKaO if 
Starling, MKa 1 if Eopke and Lin) 
a index for. component identification 
a critical pressure of ith component 
a critical compressibility factor, component ith 
a coefficients in polynomial in absolute tempera 
ture for ideal gas enthalpy and entropy, CI(I,J) 
is jth coefficient for ith component 
a equation of state parameter, jth parameters'..
for ith component 
a generalized equation of state parameters, kth 
is coefficient in expression for the jth para­
meters, A(I,J)
T-1873 1S7
AL(J) = mixture equation of state parameters (calculated
from Starling or Hopke and Lin pure component, 
parameters
CMW(I) = molecular weight of ith component
TC(I) .* critical temperature of ith component
CD(I). * critical density of ith component
ACF(I) * acentric factor of ith component
XL(I) * mole fraction of ith component
FUL(l) a liquid fugacity of ith component
FUG(I) vapor fugacity of ith component
FTJ(I) •» fugacity of ith component
AK(I) = K-value for the ith component calculated by the
generalized equation of state 
AKI(I) * ideal K-value for the ith component calculated
from vapor pressure 
Z(l) « mole fraction of the ith component in overall
mixture
X(I) a mole fraction of the ith component in equilibrium
liquid mixture
Y(I) a mole fraction of the ith component in equilibrium
vapor mixture
CKIJ(I,J) a interaction coefficient for interaction between 
ith and jth components 
TR a reduced temperature, T/TC
ALPR a natural logarithm for the reduced vapor pressure
FN(K) a function minimized in density subroutine, equal
to the difference between calculated and actual
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= pressure in kth iteration in density search 
DN(K) » density used in kth iteration in density sub­
routine
ITMAX = maximum number of iteration allowed in density
search
ACFM « njolal average acentric factor
FN12 » difference in FN(K+1) and FN(K)
FNM * product of FN(K+1) and FN(K)
COR a increment change in density used in subroutine
DENTS
DIFF3 a absolute in calculated and actual pressure in
subroutine DEHTE 
DIFE a difference in calculated and actual pressure in
subroutine DENTE 
AKD a difference in calculated and actual pressure in
subroutine PDEVI 
3IiL(j) a term in equation of state expression for enthalpy
departure
BL(J) a factor in equation of state expression for enthalpy
departure
HIDEAL a ideal gas enthalpy, calculated by polynomial in 
absolute temperature 
SIDEAL a. ideal gas entropy, calculated by polynomial in 
absolute temperature 
XENX a entropy of mixing for ideal gas mixture
ITN a iteration number, number of times K-values have
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been updated from started ideal K-values 
ITHM « maximum number of iteration, 20
PL * moles of liquid formed from one mole of feed
V a moles of vapor formed from one mole of feed
TESTV * function which is unity at dew point
TESTL as function which is unity at bubble point
ITH * in ter at ion number, number of times V has been
updated in flash calculation 
ITNMAX = maximum number of iteration, 50
PVA * function minimized in flash calculation
PVAD a derivative of PVA with respect to V, the moles
of vapor formed from one mole of feed 
SUMX a sume of mole fractions of component in liquid
phase .
SUMY a sum of mole fractions of component in vapor
phase
XN(J) a independent variable in search calculation at
jth iteration
FN(J) a dependent variable in search calculation for
example entropy in isentropic calculation at jth 
iteration 
IT a interation number
ITM a maximum iteration number
XV a independent variable in search calculation
YV a dependent variable in search calculation
t
XMW a molecular weight of liquid phase
YMV/ a molecular weight of vapor phase
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